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to stop oil 
company from drilling 




 tribe of 5,000 
indigenous people has threatened to com-
mit mass suicide if an American 
petroleum 





 and protest on behalf of 















president,  a 
pump without 
a lid during a 
"safety walk" 










pus to see 
any 
places that 
needed to be 




Spartan  Daily 
Friday  in front ot the Occidental Petroleum 
company headquarters in Los Angeles. 
The I.Twa live in 
the cloud forests of 
Columbia, adjacent to Cano Limon-
Covenas, the site 
of another Occidental 
pipeline. 
Celia Alario, of the U'wa Defense 
Working Group, a nonprofit organization 
dedicated  to the tribe's cause, is one of the 
organizers of the U'wa 
movement. 
"Drilling for
 oil will ruin the U'wa's way 
of life," Mario said. "They 
strongly  believe 
that to allow oil exploration on their sacred 
lands would upset the balance of 
the 
world."  
According to Alario, the
 struggle 
between Occidental
 and the Lrwa has gone 
Lip syncing against 
domestic
 violence 
By Lance Swanson 
shrjrw'riter 
Over the past three years, 
members of Greek organiza-
tions from San 
Jose State 
University 
and  other Bay Area 
schools have been 
lip syncing 
and 
dancing  their 
hearts
 out to 
the  likes of Milli Vanilli, 
New 
Edition,  Timberland & 
Magoo  
and 






 Pi, a SJSU
 sorority, 
are 
putting  on  
their  third 
annual 

























door.  The 
show 
is 










 is a lip 
































prizes  will be 
given
 
away  to the 
best acts, 
it is 
mostly  for 
people
 to have a 
good time. 
"It's going to 
be
 a night of 
entertainment and fun: Tran
 
said. "You're going to see 
a 
bunch of great performers." 
Tran said the contestants 
create their own routines  set 
to music  and are encouraged
 
to be as creative as 
possible. 
Tran said the 
performers 
are all 
amateurs  and the event 
is 























cash  prize 
will be 
awarded






$100  for 
second  
place
 and a 
trophy 
for  third, 
Tran  said. 
See
 Lip 
Sync,  page 6 
on inr a few years,
 but the
 
oil  company has 
recently
 put in a bid for an environmental 
license to proceed with the drilling. 
"The drilling would 
be
 detrimental to 
their lives," she said. "The U'wa would 
rather take their own lives than have their 
land drilled for oil." 
The march scheduled for Friday will 
coincide with the Occidental annual share-
holders' meeting, according to Shannon' 
Wright, of the nonprofit organization, 
Rainforest Action Network. 
"The chief of the U'wa tribe is flying up 
here to speak on behalf of his people," 
Wright said. "In addition, a group of nuns 
will be presenting Occidental's board of 
directors with a resolution requesting the 
company 
really
 explore the risks
 involved 
in this oil 
drilling  project." 




 the company is 
already looking into 
the  matter. 
"We 
are  in the process of 
hiring
 a major 
independent analysis
 firm to write and dis-





 (of this project)," 




 in 1992, but 
since 
then it has abandoned 75 percent
 of 
the block of land they had obtained. 
They  
are still 
continuing  with 
exploration
 in the 
northern 25 percent. 
. 
See





 by Caret 
13y Donna Car  hael 
stairWriter
 
Ushering in campus Safety Week, 
ponsored 
by the University Police 
department, President Robert Caret and 
UPD Chief Ric Abeyta led a 
safety walk 
around campus Monday night. 
The walk,
 now in its fourth year, helps 




 existing and potential
 trouble 
spots that compromise
 the comfort lind 
safety of students, 
faculty  and staff. Caret 
said 
he wanted to inspect the 
south  side of 
campus first. 
Abeyta led the group of seven, 
includ-
ing Associated Students 
President 
Heather Cook and 
President-elect Leo 
Davila, out to San 
Salvador  Street. The 
safety walk 
"inspectors"
 took a route used 
by hundreds of students day and night  
the dimly -lighted 
path by the Spartan 
Memorial 
to the service corridor 
between
 
Duncan Hall and 
the Seventh Street 
garage. 
The group entered San 
Salvador Street 




and proceeded to the student resi-




 Abeyta and 
Caret said the 
lighting and 
visibility along San 
Salvador 
Street 
has  improved 
since
 the previous 
year's walk. 
Abeyta 
said the city followed
 up on rec-
ommendations
 made after 
last year's 
safety walk. He 
said the city had 
mobi-
lized on 









and  Caret said there 
was  
one key street light
  right in front 
ofJoe  
West Hall on 
the San Salvador
 side  
that seems




 to Ninth 
Street
 in front 
of Joe 
West Hall, Abeyta
 said his depart-
ment would look into 
installing  some kind 
of security gate at 
the entrance of a dead-
end street, 
which  runs between Joe West 
Hall and the 
Dining  Commons. 
'This 
is
 a well-known trouble
 spot on 
campus.  Late -night 
revelers
 drive in and 
out,
 congregating around
 their cars and 
generally 
disturbing




Abeyta  said. 
In 
front of Joe 
West
 Hall, Caret 
recalled his seven
-month
 stay at the 12 -
story 
residence  hall, commuting
 between 
San 
Jose  and his home in 
Maryland  when 
he first took office. 
"It 
was  rather nice not 
having  lawns to 
mow 
and  snow to 
shovel,"
 Caret said. 
But he said 
the  place could  
get








participants  then 
moved 
across  campus, 
passing  the 
Business
 Tower and 
taking
 the crosswalk 
to the 10th 
Street garage. 
Caret expressed 








easily  seen from 
each
 level of the 
garage.
 Caret asked if 
the  blue -light 
phone system 
is
 wireless  it 
is not  
and he asked 
UPD  to look into 
it. 
Cook said the 
indicators that 
show the 
way out of the
 parking 
garage  needed 
repainting,
 as they 























paper  sack. 

































Washington  Square 



















 and staff 
will 
get the 






Rodgers,  Chief 








 plans to 
speak on a 
subject

































 is scheduled to 
begin at 
7 p.m. and 







squared  off with 
Jesse 
Jackson in a 




























 in favor 
of Rodgers, 
according  to a 
poll
 taken by the 
San 
Jose  Mercury 
News at its 
Web site. 
The two












must  make 
an 
etTort














claim  and 
said Silicon Valley
 
operates as a 
meritocracy.
 He said 
Silicon 
Valley  is a 
wonderful
 place 








 is a 
system 
where 
the  talented get 




 said the last 
thing 




 Washington -style 
race 
politics.  Jackson, 
who is 
sometimes  called the 
"Great 
Unifier" as founder
 and president 
of the 
Rainbow/Push
 Coalition, is 
See 
















A rainbow can 
be seen on campus 
during 
the Glass
 Artist Guild 




building  and the 
Student
 Union. 
San Jose State 
University  glass blowing 
students  plan to 
sell their 
artwork
 from 10 
a.m.
 to 4 p.m., until 
Friday.
 
The artists have 
been selling large and
 
small 





colorful  flowers, 
cups 
and 
miscellaneous  art pieces. 
Business 






















artists,  who 
sell
 their art 
pieces  to 
raise
 money to 
support and
 improve 
the  glass 
program,  said 
Matt bible,
 Glass 







 for the 
School  of Art 
and Design, 
the 








 fund raising 







ence major, said she was 
drawn
 to the sale 
because of the beautiful 
colors.  
"The 
colors  are brilliant 
and the shapes 
are 
different,"  Phitaamay




 all students are 
captivated  by the 




major  Gianna 
Fortina,  who 
purchased an 
orange
 flower, stopped by 
the 
sale because 
she  is a collector 
of blown glass. 
Fran( hes( Esquibel/Spartan Daily 
Leila 
Louis,  Sabahete 
Hodzic, Cheryl 
Battiato and 
Joseph  Battiato 
(left






 at the 
San  Jose State 
University  Glass Artist 
Guild glass 
sale, which will continue
 through the week. 
"I love 
blown  glass. It is 
beautiful:  Fortina 
the glass blower 
continually turns. 
said. 
While the glass is still hot, the sides are 









 to Isble, 
was  to 
gather 






































beyond  his 
years














 don't kill people, peo-




Association's slogan towards 
gun control, and to this day it 
still makes logical sense. 
When the
 subject of gun con-
trol comes up, most people pic-
ture assault rifles  AK -47s
  
or cheap handguns  Saturday 
night specials  being used in gang warfare, school 
shootings or robberies. 
According 
to crime statistics, only 1 percent of crimes 
involving guns assault rifles. According to the National 
Rifle Association, the control or banning of cheap hand-
guns prevents minorities and the poor from arming 
themselves for self-defense. 
Guns are necessary for protection. 
A woman who has been raped at gunpoint, an abor-
tion doctor, teacher or other person who has been 
threatened with death by criminals should have an ade-
quate countermeasure. If 
guns are banned or are much 
harder to 
obtain,
 a victim's only alternative would be to 
hire security g-uards. 
While opponents of gun control are right that a gun 
may make killing easier, determined minds who desire 
killing have many more
 options  knives, bombs, poi-
sons and such. Ask Ted Kaczynski or Charles Manson. 
Also, gun control is misaimed and does not 
hit the 
real target. Gun control measures 
target the sale, pos-
session and manufacture of guns, but do not keep the 
weapons from those that desire them for ill will. 
Most guns are obtained via the black 
market  or are 
stolen 
from  the 
houses of 
legal  gun owners. 
Also, many illegal types of weapons  
assault rifles 
or automatic machine 
guns   are networked by radical 
fringe groups or smuggled into the United States by 
underworld groups such as the Russian Mafia. If the 
United States government and people are concerned 
about these weapons, there should be an increased 
effort by law enforcement to crack down on these net-
works, rather than pressure guns & ammo stores, that 
already runs checks on the purchaser's record. 
Rather than limit the 
access
 of those wishing to pur-
chase guns, there should be a much larger push to edu-
cate the public about guns. Those who wish to purchase 
a gun, including young children, should be taught about 
the responsibility  and power  these weapons have, 
physically
 arid in society.




 weapon as well as the responsibilities and 
dangers that come with the right to own a gun, such as 
keeping the chamber empty  to prevent accidents or 
misfires
  and to keep children from playing with or 
using the weapon. 
A key argument is that guns are glamcirized
 like cig-
arettes. Bad -ass movie 
cops, vigilantes and criminals 
look mot with a Smith
 & Wesson. Guns are used, not as 
defensive measures, but
 as tools for solving problems.
 
Few, if any, rnal life agents 
have  solved cases with guns 
drawn and blazing. 
Vigilantes
 seeking justice use the 
law or public 
awareness  to bring criminals to justice. 
And that's the problem 
 the image of guns is 
overblown.
 The few incidents where 
criminals
 or kids 
use guns blackballs the 
general
 papulace who only 
carry
 or wish to purchase a gun as 
a defensive measure. 
RS. Perez is a Spartan





"Yes, it would 
help a little. but 
it would not prevent all school 
shootings. It's way too easy to 
get guns. There are too many 
irresponsible adults." 
--











 If people want guns, 
no matter vvhat the law states. 
they'll 
find a way




























































































































them.  If 
people  were 
afraid  of the 
conse-
quences
 of gun 
abuse,  
incidents



























bill is Senate 

















  books, 
history,  math, 
football  games, 
prom,  guns 
OK, now which 
of these items 
doesn't
 fit in the list? 
Uh  
guns? Ding, Ding, 
Ding.  Show the lovely 
folks 
the prize behind door 
number
 two. 
The law would allow 
teachers  to bring concealed 
weapons, albeit under 
the  discretion of the 
principal,
 
onto campus. What lcind
 of sense does that make?
 It 
doesn't matter who's 
carrying  them, they don't 
belong  in 
schools and it's just a disaster waiting to happen. 
Some would argue that a teacher 
could  have fired 
back and possibly prevented some bloodshed
 at the 
Colorado school. What about the 
possibility of a cross -fire 
gone awry? Is it not possible for a teacher to go off the 
deep end and produce a similar scene? 
It is disturbing that 
some people at gun shows don't 
always go through the formalities required by law. 
DeGette said, in a Denver Post article, that one of her 
staffers purchased a SKS rifle from the show without 
being asked 
for identification, without a background 
check or a waiting period. 
Laws
 need to be tougher. This 
is 
irresponsible
 and should be unacceptable.
 Punishment 
should be suspension
 of a license to sell, on first
 account, 
and the privilege
 should be taken 
away
 on a second 
count. When someone
 is caught on the  street
 selling 
guns , jail time
 and fines should
 be great,er. 
After the 
Columbine  horror, 
President Clinton 
expressed
 his intent to 
have gun owners 
and  parents 
held more 
accountable  and 
the age to own 
a gun 
increased to 
21.  The argument 
that if a person 
is 18, 
he/she
 is old enough 
to go to war and 
die for their 
coun-
try therefore
 the person 
is old enough 
to buy a gun 
and  
protect 
himself  or herself
 is baloney. 
If
 a person is 18 
and 
going to 
war, they are 
not shooting 
people for 
making  fun 
of their 
clothing  or 
trying
 to steal
 their car 
stereo.  
Most
 18 year -olds
 aren't 








using  a 
firearm.
 Hell, a 
lot  of 18 year
-olds aren't












































































no one controls 
what  
people
 are doing, they are going 
to continue to 
kill  people. Those 
kids would




 just thought 
first."
 
- Cesar Venegas 
sophomore 
administration of justice 
"No,
 there should be no addi-
tional gun 
control.  A gun is 
something you should 
feel  safe 
having." 





Compiled  by Tricia lierrera 
































































































































messes  it 
all up. 
To 












































































































































































Macho  Man 
Randy 










 such as 






remember  Greg 
Valentine,






 don't need 
any help 
when
 it comes 
to 
having  a loser 
reputation. 
See  ya Rude. I hope
 there aren't any




1: The Phantom 
Menace 
This 
is another case 
of
 dumb people 
jumping  on 
the bandwagon.
 Every Dick, Tom 
and Earl are 
com-
ing out
 of the woods to 
praise the Star 
Wars  Trilogy 
and  how great it is t.he new
 movies are coming out.
 
Popular
 culture has taken its 
hold on the "Star 
Wars" movies and 
has  watered them down
 so any 
fool could claim
 they have been down from 
day one. 
I saw "Star Wars"
 at Oakridge Mall. 
I saw "The Empire
 Strikes Back" at the Capitol 
drive-in. 
I saw "Return
 of the Jedi" at the Pruneyard. 
I remember the 
"Star Wars" pop-up books, trading 
cards 
and lunchboxes, and I dressed up as a 
stormtrooper
 for Halloween when I was 4 years old. 
Hell, I even made a three-story  sandcastle for my 




I used to hook Boba Fett up too. He had a fat sand 








would come over for some 
smoky -smoky. 
Oh, anyways. Most of these 
so-called fans were not around 
during the late 'Ms and early 
13Ck; when the movies were for-
gotten. I was 
It wasn't until the 
re-release 
of the triloKy in 
theaters that 
these fan.s came out, dressed 
up 
at the premiere with weak -atzi 
Princess Lela honeybuns hair 
and Darth Vader costumes. 
I have three words for you so-called fans: 
"Star  
Trek" trekkies. They are the 
stupidest  and tackiest 
people on the face of the Earth. 
They have actually 
developed a written language 
for FUingons. You weak "Star Wars"
 fanatics are 
becoming like them, while ruining a favorite non-
sexual way to pass my time. 
Thanks a lot. 
3. Columbine High School 
The kidt; who walked in with guns and pipe 
bombs to 
solve  their problems are the weakest 
busters to ever live. 
I remember when fighting 
involved  using fists. 
The stoners, who used to beat me up  
because I sat in 
their seats in the back of the 
bus, never pulled out a 
gun. They used their fists, head and feet to continu-
ally beat the crap out of me. 
F'ighting used to be cool. You would win some, 
and you would lose some  in my case, it was most-
ly losing. Only the cool people fought, because they 
were the only ones who had enough 
confidence in 
themselves to look stupid when they got beat up. 
People who had the guts enough
 to fight, hardly 
ever
 got into them. 
It hurt too much. Knuckles got split,
 hands got 
bruised and fingers got broken. When you are on the 
receiving end of a couple of beatdowns, you gain a 
certain respect for the power of violence. 
Those two kids, although the media is pointing to 
their being teased as a cause of their actions, 
never  
had to worry about the possibility of fighting on a 
daily  basis. They were two losers from a small boon 
docks town, who watched their little gangster 
movies, and 
actually  thought they would get respect. 
Getting respect is protecting yourself when you 
have to and malting the other person know that you  
will not back down from anyone. 
It isn't copping out by committing suicide. 
It isn't killing innocent children  teasing or not. 
I don't mind wrestling and "Star Wars" going 
mainstream, but I wish fist fighting was left in my 
circle of peers. We would get a couple of broken noses 
here and there, but we wouldn't kill anyone. 
Then, maybe I wouldn't have to see the faces of 
the 12 dead children and their anguished classmates 
in the newspaper. 
Jon Perez is the Spartan Daily executive editor 










will  display 
photos,
 woodwork and 
paintings
 m 
the main entrance of Tower 
Hall
 
throughout the month of Apnl to cel-
ebrate the 'Month 
of the Young 
Child.- For more 
information,  call 
Fran Roth or Leslie Carter at 924-
6988 
Body Composition Testing 
The Nutrition and Food Science 
Department will provide
 bioelectri-
cal impedence testing from 10.30 
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Central 
Classroom building, room 
103.
 Ccut 
i.9 S5 for faculty, students and staff 
F'br more 
information,  call James 
Burke at 293-9'251.
 
Association of Black Scientists 
General meeting at 6:30 p.m. in 
Duncan Hall, room 
505. For more 
information. call Tre at 924-8280. 
Page 3 
Sparta  Guide 
Itr-Entry Adviaos7 Program 




noun to 1 15 p m 
Interested  stu-
dent:, 









The Library' Dumitions and Sales 
Unit ss ill
 hold book sales in the 
Clark library lobby 
and  in Wahlquist 
library north. room 408 For more 
informs  , call Acquisitions at 924-
2705. 
Alpha Kappa
 Alpha Sorority 
Social from 7 to 9 p.m. in the 
Music Listening 
Room, Student 
Union_ For more information, call 
LaVeria Williams
 at 9'24-7909. 
Mly  Sons" 
Theatre Arts department will 
present the play at 11 p.m. at the 
University Theatre, Hugh Gillis 
Hall. For 
more  information, call 
Mary 
Gibboney  at 9'24-4555 
Stuidessit Art Bxhibits 
The School of Art 
and  Design will 
show student art from 10 
a.m to 4 
p m. in the Art 
and Industrial 
Science buildings For more informs -
titan, call 




 Alpha Mu will screen
 'The 
Shining' with Jack 
Nicholson  at 8 
p m in Um 
old science building, 
room 
142 Everyone 
welcome  For more 
information, call 
Tim  at 9'24 3274 
Asian 
Baptist
 Student Koinonia 
Bible study






 call ID Kim at 
3134298. 
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Opinion 
page policies 
Readers are encouraged to express theniaelves an the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor 
A Letter to the Editor is a 200.word retpanse to 
an
 issue or potnt of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily 
Submissions 
become the property ad the Spart. Daily and may be edeted for clarity, grammar lebel and length 
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 water polo attack-
er 
fulfilled  a personal
 goal for the 
season
 by making





 two weeks ago. She 
scored
 33 goals 
this season. 
"I'm very excited,"
 Garcia said. 
"This means 





of 10 teams in the con-
ference,  and ninth 
nationally. 
Their third 





was  good enough to 
earn the 





 which will start 
May 
7 at the 
University  of 
California,
 Davis. 
'This is a big 
deal,"  Tully said 
of the honor. 
"This  puts her in an 
elite  group of players in 
the coun-
try." 
Tully said she deserves the 
accolades.
 
"She's an excellent 
player and 
is very aware 
of where the ball is 
during 
the game," Tully said. 
As an attacker, also referred to 
as a driver, 
Garcia  keeps the ball 
moving and tries 
to set up shots 
for 
herself and others on 
the 
team.  
"The main  thing is to make a 
play and keep 




Dottie  West said 
Garcia  is a leader and earns 
the  
respect of 
the other players. 
"She's not the fastest or the 
biggest player 
we have," West 
said. "But she 
knows the game 
very 
well




"We are all 
very
 proud of her." 
Garcia is all over the pool  a 
talent that 
puts  the competition 
on alert, West said.
 
"The 
other  team really has to 
keep their eyes on her," West said. 
"Liz is 
one of those players that 
everyone 
is
 aware of" 
Water polo is a way for Garcia 
to transfer her 
tomboy  childhood 
into her adult life, she 
said. 
"What appeals to me most 
about water polo 
is
 the physical 
aspect." Garcia said. "I have a lot 
of 
fun." 
Liz Garcia scored 33 goals 
as
 a Spartan attacker in 1999. 
She  was 
named
 to the second -team All -Mountain Pacific 
Sports  Federation. 
Garcia and 
her  teammates 
practice 
three hours a day and 
work with trainers 
in
 the weight 
room twice a week, both 
on
 and off 
season. The 
team  is temporarily 
discontinuing the weights
 until 
after the nationals, according to 
Garcia.  
Garcia also 
loves her classes 
and her sociology major. She
 said 
she plans to return to Los 
Angeles  
and work with at
-risk youth in a 
sports capacity after graduation 
in May 2000. 
The 
week before finals, Garcia 
is flying to Mexico to celebrate her 
grandparents' 50th wedding 
anniversary. 




before  I go," 
Garcia said. 
Originally from the 
Los 
Angeles area, 
Garcia  was recruit-
ed out of Mount 
San  Antonio 
College in Walnut, Calif She 
said  
her goal in community 
college was 
to 
earn a scholarship to 
play. 
"I had never
 even heard of San 
Jose," Garcia
 said of SJSU's offer. 
'They offered me a 
scholarship  so 
I took it." 
Although she lives in the resi-
dence halls, 
Garcia said she 
spends little time there because 
she is so 
busy. 
She sees little of her roommate 
SCall NorHo/Spartan 1),o11 
Her efforts helped propel
 the Spartans to a third 
place finish in the 
conference 
tournament  and a national 
tournament
 berth. 
which is a change from growing 
up surrounded by a large family. 
Besides her brother, she grew up 
with nine aunts and uncles. 
"And about 500 cousins and 
cool grandparents," Garcia said. 
With classes, practice and 
games, Garcia said she barely has 
time to sleep. 
"It takes a lot of mental focus 
 even 
when  I'm out of the 
water," she said. "So I get very 
tired." 
To relieve stress, she
 and West 
go dancing 
whenever they can, 
Garcia said. 
"I don't care 
where  we go as 
long as I get to dance," she said. 
Aside from 
her  humble person-
ality,  West said a recognizable fea-
ture  of Garcia's is her laugh. 
"You'd know her anywhere by 
her laugh," West said. 
Garcia likes to keep things
 
light.
 Cartoons and toys are still 
favorites
 and her mother just 
sent 
her a 
Rugrats  blanket and piggy 
bank. 
VVhat is her 
favorite  music to 
listen to? The Little Mermaid
 
soundtrack. 
Whatever Garcia's philosophy 
on life is, it's strong according to 
West. 
"She's a good person in and out 
of the water," West said. 
No. 3 
pick 
was a Major League dropout 
CINCINNATI (AP)  For three years, 
Akili Smith swung and missed
 on baseball 
fields across Florida and
 New York. His 
baseball  dreams vsent down like a six -hop-
per 
to the second 
baseman.  
From that quiet 
failure  has come a mag-
nified success. Smith was 
the Cincinnati  
Bengals' No. 1 pick 
April  17, the third quar-
terback taken overall 
in the NFL draft. His 
agent 
soon will be negotiating
 a multimil-
lion -dollar contract. 
Funny how things can
 change just 
because of 
the breaking ball. 
"If I could have hit a curve 
ball,  I proba-
bly wouldn't be 
sitting  here right now: said 
Smith. Instead he 
changed  to football, and 
threw for 32 touchdowns
 among his 3,800 
passing 
yards to lead Oregon
 to an 8-4 
record last season. 
Until a few years
 ago, he figured his path 
to pm sports would go through
 a baseball 
diamond. 
The Pittsburgh Pirates made him their 
seventh -round draft pick 
in 1993. He was a 
catcher at Lincoln 
High  School in San Diego 
and thought his strong 
arrn  could move him 
along through
 the farm system. 
His first season for Bradenton
 in the 
Gulf Coast Rookie League
 was a shock. He 
hit only .200. 
Things got even 
worse  the next year, 
when  he went back to 
Bradenton  and hit 
.174, striking 
out 18 times in 69 at -bats.
 
Finally, after hitting .125 
for the Erie 
Seawolves in the New York -Penn League, 
he realized he was like the thousands
 of 
other 
kids who show up dreaming of the 
msjors and wind up not even 
coming close. 
"I just couldn't hit the offspeed
 pitch: he 
said. 
There was another 
problem:  his throw-
ing. The Pirates 
moved him to the outfield 
but didn't like the way he got rid of the ball 









I f you arc between 
the ages of 21 and 32 
and in 
good 
health.  you can experience 







,ctve IA the most 
heartfelt  gilt one can give 
(ha Malical 
Family  specializes in the 
treat-
! ment of 
fertility
 We help many 
chilthess cou-
ples with our Egg Donation 
Progriun 
Visit us on the web- 











Bay  Area 
3160
 
Crow Can fon Road Ste. 





































Program  ideal 
for
 working adults 
Comprehensive




F MOFIE INFORMATION 
(408) 434-0727  
"In baseball, 
you've
 got to have a longer 
throwing motion: he said. "I kind of threw
 
with football mechanics. I was a little upset 
because I wanted to play catcher. I guess 
they didn't think I 
was  capable." 
The 62 games in the 
minors
 weren't a 
total loss. He 
learned a lot on those bus 
rides to get to them. 
Those  lessons carried 
over when he went back to 
college.  
"In baseball, you've
 got to be able to play 
day -in and day -out," he said.
 'You take bus 
rides to God knows 
where  for three or four 
hours. As soon as you get off the bus, you've 
got to take infield 
practice,  batting practice 
and stuff like that. In football, you've 
got  a 
week to prepare. 
'That helped me mature
 a lot. I was 17 
years old and away from home and I wasn't 
making the right decisions day -in and day -
out because I wasn't mentally prepared. But 
now that I'm 23 and looking back on that, 
it's going to help me with what I have to 
deal with now in Cincinnati." 
In Cincinnati, he's got the task of trying 
to
 turn around a team that's gone 3-13 four 
times in the 1990s, has gone through 10 
quarterbacks in the 
decade  and hasn't had 
a winning record since 1990. 
It's a team that desperately needs some-
one to lead. Smith, 
who  loved being a catch-
er because he was 
the  focal point, is ready. 
"When 
you're the catcher, you're totally 
in charge," he said. 
"It's  the same way with 
the quarterback. 
Hopefully  I can step in 
there and 
become
 an instant leader." 
The Bengals like
 that about him. 
"Akili is an 
outgoing, positive 
guy,"  gener-
al manager Mike Brown 
said. "We like his 
confidence, we like his buoyant, upbeat
 per-
sonality. He's 




He's got real goals when
 it comes 
to football." 
And this time, he 
















 on Ugueth 
Urbina's wild pitch
 in the 10th 




Tuesday  night 
before
 5,202, the smallest crowd 
of the season at 
Olympic 
Stadium. 
Javier led off the ninth with a 
single off reliever







Urbina relieved and got Ellis 
Burks to hit a routine grounder
 
to Expos shortstop Orlando 
Cabrera,
 but the ball went 
through
 Cabrera's legs for 
Montreal's league -leading 27th 
error and Javier advanced to 
third. Javier then scored on 
Urbina's wild pitch. 
San Francisco reliever John 
Jonstone (3-0) struck out the side 
in the ninth for
 the win, and Rob 
Nenn pitch a perfect ninth for his 
seventh save. 
Montreal's Rondell White sin-
gled in the 
first to extend his hit-
ting streak to 11 
games  and hit a 
two -run 
homer  off Kirk Rueter in 
the third 
to tie the game at 2. 
Giants 
reliever  Julian Tavarez 
escaped a bases -loaded, two -out 
jam in the seventh when he got 
Chris 
Widger  to ground out to 
short 
on
 a 3-2 pitch. Wilton 
Guerrero and Michael Barrett 
each had two
 hits for the Expos. 
Rueter, 
who gave up seven 
straight 
hits  and five runs to 
Colorado in one-third third
 of an 
inning five days
 earlier, held 
Montreal  to two runs on seven 
hits in six innings
 to lower his 
ERA from 13.50 to 10.13. 
Marvin Benard doubled twice 
for the Giants. 
San Francisco took a 2-0 lead 
in 
the first on a throwing error 




to the wall 
in left -center off 
Miguel'
 Batista and moved to 
third on Stan Javier's single. 
Javier stole second and 
advanced 
to third when catcher 
Chris 
Widger's throw went into 
center field, allowing Benard to 
score. 
Burks drove in Javier with a 
sacrifice fly,
 and Jeff Kent fol-
lowed with a 
double  before 
Batista struck out 
J.T. Snow and 
got Charlie Hayes to flY to center 
to end the inning. 
Over the next six innings, 
Batista 
allowed only a pair of 
walks and Benard's second dou-
ble of the game with two outs in 
the fifth. He allowed two runs on 
four hits in 
seven  innings. 
White hit his 
fourth  homer 
following Wilton 
Guerrero's sin-
gle  leading off 
the third. 
Kline, activated from the 15 -
day DL 
earlier  in the day, 
relieved 
Bobby  Ayala with the 
bases loaded and
 two outs in the 
ninth 
and got pinch 
hitter  F.P. 
Santangelo








Sharks  lose 
By 




Saturday's 3-1 loss to 
the Colorado 
Avalanche  in Game 
1 of the best -of -seven NHL 
playoff 
series,
 the San Jose 
Sharks  were 








Today - Sharks at Colorado 7 
p.m.  
They 
knew  they would have to 
be 






they would have 
to 
play solid 










 they would have to 
create quality 
scoring chances  
not 
just  have shots on goal  
and 
they would have 
to follow up on 
the rebounds. 
For a good while, 
it
 looked as if 
their strategy might work. The 
Sharks 
took the lead 1-0
 early in 
the third period. 
But that 
was the closest they
 
got to tying the
 series. 
Colorado  battled back, 
scored  a 
goal late in the 
period,  added 
another in overtime and ended up 
"We 





 to try and 
steal
 two in their building. 
 Mike 
Vernon  
Sharks goalie on what his 
team must do to get back 
in the series against








of Colorado's shots, 
tried to 
stay  positive in 
spite  of 
the disappointing loss. 
"It tests your 
character," he 
said. "We're 




 to find a way
 to get over 
it and 
move  on." 
In Game  1, the 
Sharks had 43 
shots on 
goal   a 
franchise  
record. 
But many of those
 shots had 
little chance 




























Roy  was out of 
position 
after having






 the puck 
and sent it 
toward the wide
 open goal. 
To the astonishment of both 
fans and players, Roy made the 
save by diving for the puck and 
barely knocking it away with his 
stick. 
Roy denied San Jose the
 lead 
then, but three minutes into the 
third period, Sharks late-season 
acquisition, Vincent Damphousse, 
buried the puck behind the 
Colorado net minder. 
Damphousse received a pass 
from Jeff 
Friesen
 and crossed the 
blue line. 
As he skated in toward 
the 
goal, he faked a 
shot to get rid of 
Colorado defenseman
 Adam 
Foote, and then punched in his 
13th  goal since he joined the team 
March 23. 
"It was a great shot," Roy said 
of Damphousse's goal. "He made a 
great move in front of  
the  net." 
Following the goal,
 Colorado 
put the pressure on. The team 
launched attack after attack, and 
Vernon made some 
incredible 
saves. 
With less than six minutes
 left 
in regulation, the 
Avalanche  tied 
the game with a 
power -play goal 
by Foote. 
Traffic  was heavy in 
front  of 
Vernon,
 who lost sight
 of the puck. 
It slid behind





 agony as they 
watched it 
slowly
 cross the 
goal 
line.  
In over time, 
Sharks  right wing 
Owen 
Nolan  almost 
secured  the 
win, as he fired 
a close -range 
shot
 
that hit the 
goal
 post. 













on a pass 
from Joe 
Sakic. 


























 with a loss." 















p.m. today, and is 
televised
 by 
Channel  36. 
According
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Must be a 
conege
 student 
with  a background 
in Math, 
Science
 and English. Bilingual 
skills preferred. For 












 and full-time 
marketing
 and sales 
associates.
 
To apply, simply 
come to one of 
the UPS Open House weekly 
events:  in San Jose on Tuesdays
 
at 6:30AM at 1999 Sa 







& Tuesdays at 6:30 
AM
 or PM & 
on Thursdays at 6:30 PM at 1245 
Hammenvood Ct. Sunnyvale. For 
marketing & sales 
positions  please 
fax your resume:4013-744-7937
 
LOOKING FOR TUTORS to work 
with special needs children. 
AM & PM shifts available. 







FRENCH, SPANISH Maj/Min 
OR if 1st Aid/CPR. OR Lifeguard, 
Summer Lang 
Camp seeks staff. 




Design Co San Jose needs CAD 
operators to work 
San Francisco / 




 hvo years experience. 





building.  Call 




 - Kappa Delta 
Sorority looking for fulltime 
female 
student (grad) to take over house 






Do you want salary
 r comm. 
great  
benefrts?  
Use  your 
Sales/Marketing degree to be 
trained in the lucrative held 
of technical recruiting. Work 
with high 
profile  companies 







Now Hinng for Construction Jobs. 
Summer Work Avail. No Exp Nec. 
Steady work w/lierible
 time off. 




end Mornings, 842. 
Summer  
hours 
1-5 M-F. %/hr. Ca1363-4182. 
NURSES CNA's 510.50414 
LVN's/RN's $18.50 to $32.00 
Benefits 408-283 9144 
Pelwor 
Personnel,  Inc. 
GRAPHIC 
ARTIST
 WANTED for 
summer 
position.  4 days a week. 
Pick up 
application  Student 
Union
 
Admin.  office 
3rd 
floor.  924-6310. 
SUMMER NANNY NEEDED
 
Responsible  person with trans-
Portation  needed for 
3 school -age 
children in our Los Gatos
 home. 














mailing our circulars. Free 
information
 Call 202452 
5901  
EARN EXTRA 
CASH  $ 
Up to 
5600/month  












 f4F, 8-4:30 
Certain 
advertisements  In 
these columns 
may  refer the 
reader
























for goods or 
services  
In addition. 





offering employment  
listings
 
orcoupons for discount 












Day  Camp F/T 
 Summer
 Aquatics F/T or 
P/T 
School Yr. Elem.
 Day Care P/T 
DAY CAMP: Begins
 6/14 and 
finishes the 
week of 8/16. 
Camps  
are M -F, 7:30am-6pm,
 K thru 
5th 







F/T, exp. staff 
who 
can work the majority










Recreation  prog., P/T from 










 7  
11:30am.  
No 
ECE  units req. 
Range:  
$5.78411.80 per 




 Paid Internships 
or 







Knstie  360-1370. 
DO YOU ENJOY
 WORKING WITH 
CliILDREN? Small 
World  Schools 
is hinng 
Teachers.  Aides & 
Subs  
for their 
school -age child care 
centers
 in San Jose. ECE,
 CD, 
Psych.  Soc. or Rec units required. 
We otter competitive pay, 
excellent
 
training, and a 
great work environ-
ment. If you are 
interested  call 
(408)2819200 ext. 21. 
DEUVERY DRIVERS WANTED 
Eam 
$250 every weekend. 
Must have ridable truck & nsurance 
408-292-7876 
ME 
SOUTHINEST  YMCA is hinng 
Preschool & School Age Teachers 
to 
work
 in Saratoga. Los Gatos. 
Campbell and San Jose areas. 
Flexible PT/FT availability with 
excellent benefits and quality 
training opportunities. Energetic 
staff team and fun
 kids! Call Tina 
0 370-1877 x 29. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER 
Part-time, Flexible Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving Downtown San Jose. 
Inner City Express. 
22 W. Saint John 





2355 De La Cruz Blvd. 















 recruit. train and 
supentse a 
team of telanarreters and 
office staff in our dckwitown
 San Jose 
location. 
Must
 be avalade to work
 
days, 'wrings. 
and  cr weelords. Atust 
have basic PC knowledge and enjoy 
woriang ivith people. Vre 
wil tran you. 
Great groveth potential
 and benefits 
package.  We are a 24 year 
old 
company prornotirvg the Flay Area 's 
best newspapers. 







 ask for Elcme. 
DRIVING 
INSTRUCTOR 
Full or Part Time






























 GOLF CO. is hiring 
sales representatives for our 
office located adjacent
 to SJSU. 
No experience 
needed.
 We will 
train. 
Minimum  
of $10 per hour 
to $20 per hour bonuses
 r 
incentives. Fun environment. 
408-971-1645 
THE OtD SPANETT1 FACTORY 
Now hinng for part time 
positions.  
We offer. 
Flexible schedules, day 
or evening, 






We have car awn training program!! 
We are looking for 
neat. bnght, & 
energetic people in the folarang areas: 
Food  Server (21 or older please). 







 Mon. thru Fn. 
51 N. San Pedro. San Jose. 
TEACHERS WANTED 
"KIDZ KLUB' 
the On-Site Child 
Care Center





has openings for 
P/T and F/T teachers. 
The center 
provides full time 
care for law office staff 




clients  while 











 YMCA is nay hiorg fcr summer
 
rrrnedate employment Moor 
and outdoor cools. Pattmeto 
40 firs/week. en.Sorrnent. 
Retie schedule. Cal 29131717 x34 










Reschool Teachers and Aides. F/T & 







 hours. ECE units are 
required
 for teacher positions but 
not required for Aide 
positions.  
Excellent oppportunity for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for an 
intenew at 244-1968 
or fax resume
 to 248-7350 
GREAT 
WEEKEND  JOB $10/1411. 
Need  Enthusiasm to hold 
sign 
to direct buyers 
to








needed. Loving family 
is looking for 
someone to spend the 
aftemoon 
with  children 
ages




 be required. Car 
neoessay. Alum 
Rock  area. M & W 
2  







 Fun.  
flexible job
 during school. 
Park  
cars for weddings, 
parties and 
special  events 
in the Los 
Gatos  
area. Must be outgoing. 
friendly. 
and neat in 







drive  a 
5 sp and have a 
valid CDL
 and your own 
transp.  










Day. Eve, and 
Wield shifts 
amiable. Seldscount 
newspaper subcnptions . 
Salary plus bonus. 




Call or come in TODAY! 
For Part -Time and 
Full -Time Positions, call 
HALLMARK 
PERSONNEL 
Fast placement. no 
fees 
Office jobs in local companies 








 TRIAL THERAPISTS $12 
doe. No exp req'd. music a plus.
 






positions  for 
Directors  Assistant Directors 
Teachers  
Teacher  Akio. 
FT & PT opportunities 
available 
woriung with infant/toddler. 
Preschool  8. 
school  age 
children.  
CDI/CDC offers a competitive 
salary,
 excellent benefits 
package 





 avail at our centers in: 
San lose. Sunnyvale, Las Altos. 
Campbell. Saratoga. Cupertino. 
Morgan HUI & Redwood City
 
cal  (403)3719900 or 




For more info about 
CDI/CDC  & 
qualifications.
 call our 24 Hour 
Jobline  0 1-888-9CDIC DC.
 EOE 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES 










NO BOSS! WORK 
FROM
 HOME 




P/T or F/T 




DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, AIDES 
Thinking about a career working 
withchildren?
 The YMCA of Santa 
Clara Valley is now hiring for 
preschool & school -age childcare 
centers in San Jose. Cupertino. 
Santa Clara. Los Gatos. 





able. Hours flexible around 
school.Fun staff teams. great 
experience in working with 
children.
 career advancement. 
and good training opportunities. 
Teachers 
require  minimum 6 
units in ECE, ecucat on , 
recre-
ation. psychology, sociology, 
physical education and/or other 
related fields. Please call Beth 
Profio  at 408-291-8894 for more 
inforniation and locations. 
ACUFACTS SECURITY 











Apply  in 
person
 at 
555 D Mendian Ave. San lose. 
Or call Laune
 at 408-286-5880 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 




to lose up 
to 







OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women ages 
21
 32. Healthy. 








and Chinese Donors. 
PLEASE CAU. 
US AT WWFC 
(8001
 314-9996 







 Part time 








 will tran you.
 High 
school grads. Oxef 
18.  good health 
& no airtime!























 year olds. 
Recreation  ennchment CUTTiCUIUM. 








6 ECE required 
 
Earn
 while you learn -





Growing  throughout the 
Bay Area. 
KidsPark. 
2607929.  Fax 26073E6 
GROOMER'S ASST/KENNEL HELP 
needed




kennel. PT, TuesSat. 
Must 
bereliable.  honest. able to 
do physical work. Exp. working 
w/dogs preferred, but will train. 
Great cppty for dog laert $6.50 h. 
Can FAX resume to 
408/3770109  
or Call 371-9115. 
SOCIAL SERVICES Parttime 
(20 hr/wk) positions 
available  
with youth serving agency. 
Opportunities include program 
delivery.
 community organizing. 






Resume and cover letter to 
Dept. MM. 
Girl
 Scouts of Santa 
Clara County. 
1310 S. Bascom 







needed. FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 per 
hour (average). Flexible, will work 
around your
 school schedule. 
Lots of fun and eam good money. 
Call 
(408)867  7275. leave 
voicemal 
or
 email us at 
wywe.connthianparking.com . 
Leave name and number
 where 
you can be contacted 





 skills are a 
must. Basic computer skills will 
be required. 
This  is a part time 
position. Mandatory 
hours  are 
9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday 
through Friday. 
Fax resume with 
salary 
history to 408/554-9598. 
HIGH TECH COMPANY! 









looking  for motivated 
individuals with a technical 







Full / Parttime. 
Fax your resume to' 
(40S) 







school  seeks 
responsible
 
individuals for  
extended  daycare. 
P/T 
the afternoon.

































cation  & PC 
skills.
























ONE  FCU. HR 
Dept.  





















 125 YRS 
BANK
















 the latest 
Kusow,overage
 FREE from 
the world renown 
www.csmonitor.com
 




 Its about you! 
'WHAT IS 
SCIENTOLOGY?'  Find 
out for yourself. Order 'WHAT IS 
SCIENTOLOGY?' And get your 
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at 










Phone  Quotes 


















WORD PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
 
Theses.  Temi Papers, 
Resumes.  
Grows  Projects, etc. All formats. 
specialinng in APA. 
Micro/mini  
tape  transcription. Fax. Experienced. 
dependable. 
quick retum. 
Call Linda 408-264-4504 





group proiectsetc. Typewriter 
for your mplications fa 
rred/law  





 Anna at 9724992. 
TRAVEL, 
EUROPE 5239 o/w 
ANYTIME
 IN 1999 
Hawaii
 1119. 
Canb/Menco $189 r/t 















here.  Line  
















































 rate increases by 
$1
 per day 
First line
 (25 spaces) 




available  in 






















Send check or money
 order to 
Spartan Daily Oassifieds 
San Jose State University
 
San Jcee, CA 
95192-0149 
 Classified desk is located 
in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209 
O Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays
 before publicatton 
? 
All  ads are 
prepaid  II No 
refunds
 on cancelled ads 
II Rates for consecutive publications
 dates only 






 available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 
3 line ad for 3 
days.  Ads must be 




 10am and 2pm. 































Sale'  Insurance  
Autos For Sale' Entenainmenr 










 FOR SALE 
90 HONDA 
Chic,  1-16. 5 Sod, AC, 
12.3k 35 








Math, Sciences, Computer erotic. 
All 
Levels.
 Call 408 347 
1087.  
MATH TUTOR- Retired Engineer/ 
Math minor. Expenenced Elem, 
H.S. and College algebra,  
geometry. tng tutor 
including 
CBEST. GED and SAT preparation. 
Back to basics. Call Al at 
401578-1568. 
BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math: 
Ngebra
  Geometry 





SAT - GED - CBEST











quality  wnting, editing. 
ghostwriting. Essays, application 
statements.  reports. etc. 




VISA/MasterCard  accepted. 
FREE wnting tips 
now available at 
www.acadernimwttIng.cem  
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN 
Only $57.00 per
 year. 
Save 36x - 60% 
on 
your dental needs 
ACROSS 
1 












15 One who 
despises
 


































36 - -tzu 
37 Cry
 of woe 
38
 Work 
























































conveniently cloSe to 
campus 
on 
the comer of 8th & Sari Salvador. 
Quiet,
 
comfortable  residence 
lur 










mature. long term 
person  
551.-
553 So. 6th St. 
408  746 1900 
408292-1890. Anthony. $875 & tp. 






 to Campus 





576 South Fifth Street 
(408)
 295-6893 
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BORM APTS. 
Live in luxury and 
walk  to school! 
We offer a pool, spa, 
suana. 
full gym, onsite management, all 
appliances included,centrat
 4/C. 
Stop by today for a tour. 
Open  Monday thru Saturday.
 
THE COLANNADE 
201 So 4th St (408)279-3639. 
COMPUTERS
 ETC. 






 games on 
1CD for $49.95. (408)3803027. 
MAC PERFORMA 636CD 
$4500/obo. 500MB 
HD.  trackbII. 
rnodem & extras 








PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
MCIMMtgl MMEID
 
MOM MOM MOM 





IMO DOM WOUMIXIM 
MOM MOM MEM 
MIAPIDOU





PIMMO 1011:1ffa MOIYIRD 
OMC112
 URDU 1210UOM 
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yvorking  abbr  







21 - a nol 
any 








27 Dutch flower 
28 Hobo 


















Peps  up 













54 Singer Horne 




57 - -me-down 
60 



















































Andrea French, a San Jose 
State  University molecular biology graduate 
student,




Monday  in the  molecular 
biology lab in Duncan Hall. 
This  is one of the 
steps French will pertorrn in her study of whether semaphonn proteins affect the movement of 
human neutriphilis, a type of white blood cell. The proteins have been shown to affect nerve
 
development. The lab is funded by a grant from the National Institute of Heath. 
Suicide:
 




'The company takes this 
seri-
ously," he said. "We are concerned 
that the U'wa have threatened to 
walk off a 1,400 
foot
 cliff in a mass 
suicide if Occidental drills on 
their  sacred land." 









"Imagine someone  taking your 
whole world away 




has no sympathy for the oil 
companies.  
"Is nothing sacred
 any -more, 





we have to 
exploit everything, everywhere." 
Bob 
Risficki,  an 
engineering
 
student, had  
different  opinion 
on the U'wa 
issue. 
"1






 out of 
resources," 








 said there 
are specific 
reasons




 on the 









on behalf of 
investors and
 










 that have 
political 
troubles 


































ties  are a 
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patrols  in 

























right  in 
front  

















































































































































"People  are 
surprised 
to
 learn the 
art  is 
created
 on 










the sale go 





materials  and 
guest speakers. 
fable
 said most 
of









hours into the 
sale, the glass
 sale 










 was passing 













 such as 
blown 




































 the guild 
will be 
selling  a 
variety  of 
art,















put  a tent 
full  of art 











 and from 
9 a.m. to 6 
p.m. on 
Wednesday. 
According  to 
Carlson,  who has 
been  at SJSU 




 existed for 
more than 20 
years. 
"Everybody loves 
it (the Artist 
Guild sale). 
It's























A separate area code
 exclu-
sively for cell phones and 
pagers could
 be one 
way  to 




available  in 
California, 








 can do 
it, it needs 
















 being singled 















than 11 area 
code  changes in 
the past
 three years, asked 
the FCC for the 
waiver,
 say-
ing they need 
more flexibility 
to deal with area code prolif-
eration. 
'California  has been pret-
ty 
much  on the front lines of 
the area code exhaustion 
problem and we've had to 
implement 
more
 area codes 
than any other 
state in the 
entire country,"
 said Natalie 
Billingsley, a 
telecommunica-

















































use  a 
specif-
ic 




























In the past three
 months, 
five 


















keep their area 
code  and 
assign the new 
area code to 
new  customers. 
The downside  is 
that 
everyone
 in an overlay region 
must 




in the same area code. 
And 
people




 the same 
house, could wind up with 
two different codes. 
Later this year, 
California  
will get it 26th area code. The 
PUC expects the 
state to 




 Third annual contest
 
Continued from page 
1 
Pydra 
Chargualaf,  a 
manage-
ment information
 systems major 
at SJSU, said after
 expenses for 
the show are 
met, 70 percent of 
the proceeds will go to 
the Place, a 
domestic violence shelter in 
San 
Jose for battered 
women  and chil-
dren. 
An 
information booth will be 
outside
 of Morris Daily 
Auditorium for those
 wanting to 
know more about the charity, 
Chargualaf said. 
"One of our objectives
 at Sigma 
Omicron Pi is to give




"They (the Place) are
 in need of 
help." 
The master of ceremonies for 
Perpetratin' will be Strawberry, 
an SJSU student and disc jocIcey 
at Wild 94.9, Chargualaf said. 
Strawberry will be joined by his 
co-host, known only as Ray. 
"We want them to really hype 
up  
the crowd," she said. 
Robin Inaba, a sophomore at 
SJSU, said the 
crowd  will have a 
say in 
who  wins the event because 
the judges cast their 
ballots based 
on the crowd's 
reactions
 to the 
performers.
 
"The amount of energy that the 
performers have carries over to 
the audience," Inaba said. 
"Because it's entertainment, as 
well as a competition, the per-
formers want the audience to 
become as involved as much as 
possible." 
The sorority girls from Sigma 
Omicron Pi will lcick off the event 
with a dance and lip sync perfor-
mance set to "Intergalactic"
 by the 
Beastie Boys. 
One  of the perform-
ers will be in a Darth Vader cos-
tume to 
reflect  the outer space 
theme, Inaba said. 
Chargualaf said "Perpetratin" 













ing to Rodgers. 
Jackson, in a San Jose Mercury 
News article following the debate, 
said his objective is not to open 
his (Rodgers) mouth, it is to open 
the market (to minorities). 
"I don't even know Mr. 
Rodgers. He has an opinion, but 
he is not the point. I don't think 




would take his position," 
Jackson 
said  in the article. 
Rodgers, in his written 
argu-
ment, said Jackson 
is a race hus-
tler who makes 
his living shaking 
dovim 
corporations.  He 
said 
Jackson
 is more 
interested  in 
power and
 money than
 in doing 
something about the






































Ali rates a unclog
 Tam Mot Inc,mled 
Some 








WE'VE BEEN THERE. 
BOOK





professor,  Shelby 
Steele, 
who called 






 said 35 
percent  of his 
staff at 
all  corporate 



















































"Like a seagull  
that flies in, 
craps on 








prompted  John 
W. 
Templeton, 
organizer  of 
the 


















for and we 
want you 





 to label 
Cypress  
Semiconductor,














 talk is 
sponsored 
by the 












 to bring big 
speakers
 on campus 
to address 




Pinto,  a 
professor




said  Rodgers 
deserves 
credit for
 sticking his 
neck out on 
difficult 
issues because





courageous,"  Pinto 
said.  
He said Rodgers
 is serious and 
sincere but
 the way he 
makes  Ins 
arguments





action is no longer
 needed. 
"But it is still very 
much need-






 though I 
am not






 La Torre, vice pres-
ident 
of human resources at 







still lot's of work to be 
done," De La Torre 
said.  
McCarthy 





 North First 
Street and
 walk around  with-
out an escort  and see for them-
selves the 




 invited Jackson to join 
him in a public debate on racism 
in Silicon Valley, but McCarthy 
said they have not heard a word 
from Jackson. 
Rodgers 
is a member o: *he 
Citizens' 
Initiative  on Race & 
Ethnicity,
 a national group dedi-
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141-2001  and on the information highway at 
http://www.westvalley.edu/wvc
 
SUMMER 1999 CALENDAR 
SUMMER SESSION 
1999 3 Sessions 
Registration cards available in 













 June 1 - 
July
 9 
Pick up registration card  continuing and 
new students  
beginning April 1   
Tel -Reg (with credit card only)  continuing 
students  
April 12-16 
In -person registration by appointmentcontinuing students   
beginning Apri112 
Tel
-Reg (with credit card only)  new and former
 students  April 
19-30  
In -person registration
 by appointment  new and former 
students   beginning April 19 
First 
day of classes  
June 
1 
ADD deadline One day before the drop "W/O 'W"' date listed on the registration printout 
DROP without "W"   SEE 
REGISTRATION  PRINTOUT  
ALL  
SESSIONS  
Fourth of July Holiday  July 5 College 
Closed 
DROP 
with  "W" Figure the deadline by determining 75% of scheduled class meetings 
Letter
 grade issued after this date 
Same
 date as line above 
Last day of classes 
& 





- July 23 
same  
same 


















 July 16 





lathe  skrtinidatemd logy& 
For 
begin  / end dates, check schedule 
 0301 JUSDCE FIELD
 EXPERIENCE 
ART 050A 
CRITICAL  ANALYSIS N OIL PAINTING 









CA 010 COMPUTER KEYBOARDNG 
CA Ct20 MACINTOSH  AN INTRODUCTiON  
CA 028 
MICROSOFT  OFFICE  
C.A 631B BEGINNING WORD PROCESSING MICROSOFT WORD 
CA 
034A
 MICROSOFT WORD 
BASIC  FEATURES 
CA 0348 MICROSOFT WORD INDENTS. TABS AND TABLES 
CA 034D MICROSOFT WORD MAIL MERGE 
CA 0358 
MICROSOFT  WORD FOR THE LAW OFFICE. 




 ILL uSTRATION ADOBE
 ILLUSTRATOR 






 PANTING 1 
PAINTER 
CA 71460 INTERMEDIATE
 MICROSOFT POWERPONT 
CA 
047A




CA C6I PERSONAL COMPUTER
 HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE
 
CA 064A OUICKEN BASICS 




















BEGiNNiNG DATABASE MCROSOFT 
ACCESS
 
CA 000 DIGITAL AUTHORING I 
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CA 089 DIGITAL MEM 




CA 090C SHOCKWAVE FOR DIRECTOR 










COMPUTER  SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
 
CA 0% CREATING WGIILLWADE WEB PAGES 1 
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THE LAW 
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H ED 01 
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LEAD 020A 












AMERICAN  LAW 
PARA 028 ADMINISTRATIVE 
LAW  
PARA 039 PARALEGAL INTERVIEWING AND NvEST 
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PARA 




LEGAL  TOPICS PATENT 
ADMINISTRATiON  FOR 
PARA 1000 
THE YEAR 2000 
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BUG 
PKIAGT 013 FIRE SuPPRESSION
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DANCE  
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PE 14 
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SPANiSH 
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AND  CUL 
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SESSION 1 lune! - lune 
25 
For 
begin  / 

























STRUCTURE AND ROMM CUL TURE 
SESSION 2 lune 1 bly 9 
For 



















001  NIRCOUCTION TO PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGy
 










CHS 064 SUPERVISION AND 
ADMINISTRATION  
! CENTER MANAGE 
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PROGRAMMING 
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 024 PERSONAL GROWN
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PHIL 001 
INTRODuCTION





























 3 June lit - July 23 
For 
begin  / 
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ART 
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ART 091 DIRECTED
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 N EDUCATION 
CHS 059 
MOVEMENT
 AND MELODY FOR 
YOUNG 
CHILDREN  




















CIS 045A UNIK OPERATING  
SYSTEM  
CIS 40 4 PROGRAMMING WITH
 JAvA 1 
COUNS 012 CAREERS AND LIFE STYLES 
COUNS 045 STUDY SKILLS 
ECON 001AB PRNCIPLES OF 
MACROECONOMICS
 
ENGL. 001AB ENGLISH 
COMPOSITION  
EDGE 0018 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 
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ESL 975ABCD ESL SKILLS LAB 







H ED 010 
HEALTH
 AND HUMAN SEXUAiiTY 
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0048 HISTORY Of WESTERN CIVIi
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? 005
 iNTRODUCTION  TO iNTERKIR DES0N 




O 090 NTERIOR DESIGN 
INTERNSKP  
JPNS 7661 BASIC JAPAKFSE CONVERSATION AND CULTURE 
MATH 0000 EMPOWER),
 
MATH 000G MATIMATiCS FOR THE LIBERAL ARTS STUDENT 
MATH 001 PRE -CALCULUS ALGEBRA 
MATH ceu ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS 
W111 COI FINITE MATHEMATICS 
MATH 010 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
 
IAMB 012 
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MUSiC 032A BEGINNING 
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Anyone who is a high school graduate or is at least 18 years old 
can attend West Valley College. High school students may also 
attend with written recommendation from the high school prin-
cipal or counselor Call 741-2001 for 
more  information and busi-





Students may register for summer classes in a number of ways. 
 Tel -Reg with a MasterCard/Visa only (NO ASSIGNED 
TIMES ) CALL: (408) 741-2400 to 
access  Tel -Reg 
timlitudeg (Spring 
'99)  Students April 13 
-16  




April  19 - 30 
HOURS. Monday -Friday 10:00am-10:00pm 
(Be sure to have an application
 on file before milling) 
 In -Person Registration by appointment
 only (Come to 
Admissions and Records to pick up an appointment card
 
beginning Thursday 
April  I, 1999 at 10:00am). Continu-
ing (Spring '99) 
Students Beginning April 13. New or 
Former Students Beginning April 19. 
(Be sum you have
 an application an file before registering) 








applications and registrations can 
be processed 
for
 those paying fees using a MasterCard/Visa The fax 
number  is (408) 
H67-5033
 
  Mailed applications and registrations
 will be processed 
as they are received. Please mail 
all appropriate forms to 
the Admissions Office, West Valley 
College,  14000 
Fruitvale Avenue. Saratoga,
 CA, 95070 




 may attend summer classes before 
you  have completed ori-
entation,
 but you MUST complete 
orientation
 BEFORE you can 
register for FALL classes. You 
may still be required to complete 
assessment before enrolling in a 
summer session of English, 
ESL, math or reading. See the 
Summer/Fall 1999 Class Sched-
ule for more complete 
information  about orientation and as-
sessment.  
Students 
with  AA degrees or higher do 
not  need to complete 
orientation or assessment. 
FEES 
All students will be required
 to pay enrollment fees, basic fees. 
and non-resident tuition (if applicable)
 Other fees may include 
parking, material fees or fees for returned checks 
 Enrollment Fees - Students pay 
$12.00  for each unit 
in which they enroll. If a class is offered for 3 units. a 
student pays $36.00. 
 
Basic Fees - Basic fees include a $2.00 Campus Center 
fee, an $8.00 Ilealth fee and a $2.00 Tel -Reg fee ( if ap-
plicable).
 
 Non Resident Tuition - Out-of-state or 
nonresident  tu-
ition is charged to each  student whose legal residence is 
outside the state of California. The 1999-2000 tuition fee 
is $125 per semester unit. A capital outlay fee of $5.00 




 Parking Fee - A summer semester parking permit may 
be purchased at the Admissions Office for 318.00 begin-
ning April 13. Lost or stolen parking permits will not be 
replaced
 by the College. 
 Returned Check Fee A processing fee of $15.00 will be 
charged for checks returned due to insufficient funds, 
stopped payment or closed accounts. This fee can be as 
high as $50 00 depending on the response time to clear the 
check.  Additionally, a 'Delinquency' 
will be placed on the 
student's  records which will interrupt 
registration
 and is-
suance of transcripts. The 
passing of checks as described 
above, may be 
considered  a criminal offense and may be 
referred to the 




 and health 
fees
 and a portion of 
the  parking fee will 
be waived for 
students  who are 
eligible





available at the 
Financial 
Aid  Office (in the 
A &R Building). 
Fee Refunds 
Enrollment and basic fees will be 










listing on the student's registration receipt. 
Non-resident fees 








duce their classes as follows. 
 
Full refund: 
before  or during 





 during the 
fourth,  fifth and 






seventh,  eighth, 
and ninth 
day of instruction. 









two weeks of 
the session in which the 









Effective  the first day of 
CidSti, you must attend 
a class in order 
to register. If 
the instructor can 
accept  any additional 
students,  
s/he will sign an ADD 
slip. Take the add 
slip  to the Admissions
 
Office within 
24 hours. There, the 
add slip can be 
processed
 and 
you can pay your 
fees. The Admissions 
Office  DOES NOT pro-
vide add slips. 
The add slip
 Must be presented in 




 published. In addition
 to a signed add slip from
 
the  
instructor,  you must meet all 
pre-  and corequisite require-
ments.
 
DROPS/ (LASS WITHDRAWALS 
See your registration printout for deadlines. 
A 
letter  grade other than a *W" 
will  be assigned for students 
who drop 
classes  or withdraw from the College after 
the dead-
line to drop with alV.*. 
It is the student's 
responsibility  to drop a class officially to avoid a 
penalty. grade Drop slips are available in the 
Admissions  Office. 
If it is determined that you have 
enrolled
 in a course for which 
you have not met the 
prerequisite  or successfully challenged 
the prerequisite, you can be dropped. 
Your fees will be auto-
matically refunded 
FINAL EXAMINATIONS 
Final examinations will be given during the
 last regularly sched-
uled class meeting 
COURSE STANDARDS 
All summer courses are governed by the same regulations and 
standards applicable during the regular school year, with the
 
exception that students on Academic Probation or Disqualified 
Status may attend the Summer Sessions. Consult the current 
College
 Catalog for further academic regulat ions on course con-
tent and prerequisites 
PREREQUISITES, COREQUISITES 
AND RECOMMENDED PREPARATIONS 
Prerequisites and 
corequisites  art. hiANDATORY. You must have 
satisfied prerequisite requirements BEFORE you
 attempt to reg-
ister. Pre- and corequisites may be challenged under certain 
conditions. See  the Summer/F'all 1999 Class Schedule for more 
information. 
Recommended preparations are ADVISORY only. 
CREDITNO
 CREDIT COURSES 
In accordance with the California Administrative Code, 
Section
 
51302, Title V, West Valley College has established a grading
 
policy which adds credit/no credit to the standard letter grades 
A, B, C, D, and F used 
in colleges and universities. 
The selected course offerings listed for credit/no credit grades
 
provide the student with educational opportunity to pursue stud-
ies not in the usual major field and to encourage innovation and 
experimentation in curriculum and general education 
STUDENT INFORMATION
 SYSTEM AND STUDENT 
PRIVACY  RIGHTS 
A copy of the College
 Policy, Section 438 (Pt 
93-380)
 and other 
pertinent information are 
available  for review and inspection in 
the Records




 College is fully accredited by the 
Western
 Association of 
Schools and Colleges.
 fhe College is also approved for 
veterans
 train. 































 authorized  above  s GREATER Man 
tne actual registration lees. then





 In the 
event the amount auttonzed 
above 
is LESS than the actuai
 registration
 charges ViniC 
yell
 
attempt  to 
process your 
submission
 as a natal registration It partial
 registration
 cannot be performed. 
your  reg,stration 
packet
 wd. 



































































































register  for 
Summer  






























































Spring  '00 ) with a 
final 
filing  dead-
line of June  30,
 
2000.  
Students  are 









 are subject to 














fees, health services fee 
and a portion of the parking fee. 
 Pell 
Grant  
 Federal Supplemental 
Educational  Opportunity Grant 
(FSEOG) 




Federal  Student LoansPerkins or Stafford 
 Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOP&S) 
 California Grant







 Fie a U.S. citizen or eligible non -citizen 
 Have a declared program of study 
 Demonstrate financial need 
 Not be in default or owe a refund 
REQUIRED APPLICATION FORM: 







 Institutional Student Information
 Report (ISIR) 
 Financial Aid Data Sheet 
 
Copy of Social Security
 Card 
 Copy of Resident Alien Registration (i.e., green card) 
 Financial Aid Transcript (from other colleges) 
OTHER DOCUMENTS THAT MAY BE REQUIRED OR 
REQUESTED
 
 Prior year's tax 
form  (i.e., 1040 copy) 
 Other 
miscellaneous  forms 
BOOKSTORE 
Books and supplies 
may  be purchased at the college bookstore 
located at the Campus 
Center.
 
Hours are as follows: 
First 
week of Summer 
School: 
Mon through





 M -F 8:00am
 - 4:00pm 
Please 
call 741-2015








 is open during the 
Summer  Ses-
sions as 
follows.  For 
information
















CLASS  LISTINGS  
ECON 001B 
PRINCIPLES  OF 
OECONOMICS  
Prep. ECOn
 lA Or 
deM0 prOt ReC 
preparation  Math 
-102 
AnalySiS
 Of the 
allocation
 of 
reSOurces & the 
diStributiOn
 of income Credit/NO Credit




1 30 3 0013M SMITH J 
( 9/1 1 12/20) \ EaSt date tO drOp 
10
 





Classes are dismissed 10 minutes 








1 Cuf,rse Niimter 
2 Course Name
 
3 Prerequisite - 










particular  course Mal a student must 
pass before advancing to a more 
difficult course 
It is 
the  student s 
responsibility
 to meet all 
prerequisites
 




nreoarations refer to the basic skills 
of reading writing and/ 
or math or to ciner 
courses which are necessary lo complete
 assiui course 
work 
successlully
 For all degree
 applicable 
courses  it iS reuummended that 
students have completed English 105 AND Reading  170 53 
or 

















Only - student will 
receive
 Credit for 
satisfactory  
pertormance and No Credit tor 
unsatisfactory
 perlormance




grade  only 
7 
Section















 - If no 
dates are shown the class is a full.sernester  
class The dales always
 
fele,  to Me class immediately









 10 minutes before the 
end of 
the hour








student may drop this class without 









Number ol ClaSs 
14 
Course  Units 
15  
lallealas
 NIIM Class. 
Room destgoations are



















CS (Child Studies Lab) 
EOP 





































TC (Technical Center AAS 
Building)  
TO (Tutorial Center) 





 - FINANCIAL 
Rec preparation Math 102 Business
 majors intending to transfer 




 acctg in sophomore year Basic 
accounting













00-  9 00arn 
CASTELLO
 R TC-A 5 0 
MIWThE
 9 00 12 30pm 
BU10 





TO DROP FOR 




MTWTh 6 00- 9 
00pm 
WHITMER
 R BU 7 5 0 
& MTW 5 00- 6 00pm 
cn 2 
.6 0 
Wkly  hrs by 
art 
(06/14-07/22)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O W 
06/21/99  
ACCTO 011 ACCOUNTING 
FUNDAMENTALS  - MANAGERIAL 
Pre(' 









MTWTri  8 00-12 
00pm HAMPTON 









 DATE TO 
DROP FOR 




AJ 030A JUSTICE FIELD 
EXPERIENCE 
Prereq 




preparation  Some agencies may 
bar students wfielony
 convictions




















update and upgrade 
skills









visits  to 
law 
enforcement  
agencies  police 
academies.  COurts 
fuyenile
 halls, 








and  Il security)
 Students are 




clearances  and those




be excluded Must be 18 
years 
or older to visit 
Penal Institutions Credit/No 
Credit Option 
 8428 
Witty  nrs 
by arr FAULST ICH M AJ 2 3 0 
Thur June 10 
















 00am  6 00pm Off 
Campus
 
Thur June 17 




10 00am 6 00pm Off Campus 
Sat June 19 
10 00am - 6 00prn





 to change 
rescheduling
 o! 





























-service  & in service 
students
 

















 or retail security. 
Suicide
 or Rape Crisis
 






will  be conducted 
by most 
criminal  justice




convictions  may 
be excl used CrediVNo
 Credit
 Option 


















1. 10am 2pm. Room AJ 2 










Room AJ 2 Wednesday. 
June 30, 
10am-2pm.  



















































W Al 2 
3 0 
MTWThES 





 DATE TO 
DROP
 
FOR  REF UND.W/0 
W'
 06/14/99 
ANTHROPOLOGY   
ANTHR




 study of human origins 
8005 
MTWThE 7 25-10 15am COLSON K 
M 
GS59 3 0 
(06/01,06/25)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND 
W/O  'W' 
C6/04/99 
ANTHR 003 INTRODUCTION TO 
CULTURAL
 ANTHROPOLOGY 






 1 10pm COLSON 
K M 
SS59 3 0 
(06/01
 06/25)LAST 




 8305 W 
7 00 8 30prn TITUS
 M 
SS59 3 0 
(06/16-
 07/21)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O
 W 06/15/99 
NOTE 
Section 8305
 is a 
college
 by 




Wednesday.  June 
16, 1999 in Room 






Tuesdays  6/23 Eno. 
1/7,
 1/14, 







ART 004 ART APPRECIATION 
Overview of trends and concepts of visual expression 
8007 









 DATE TO DPOP 
FOR  REFUND  W/O W 
06/21 /99 














07/22)LAST DATE TO 
DROP  FOR REF 
UNDO/0  W 
06/17/99 
NOTE Section /8306 is a lull coIlege credit hanslerable course 
()lived by set 
Paced 
video 
Video tapes are 
available
 for rent or 













17 al 6 00 pm AAS10 
For additional information, please call 867 2200 x 
5591 





 with no former drawing experence 
ART38 
3 0 
8008 MTW1n 7 30 
12 15pm ROIZEN M 















SM453 0 %F. 























;ui irtdividuals  vsho intend
 to enter 
the  computer
 art design 
a nd 
animation
 hods The first meeting is Monday June 14 



















30 12 15pm ROIZEN M 
.6 0 




 07/22)LAST DATE TO 
DROP  FOR REFUND 
W/O  'W 
06/21/99  
ART 050A 



























be explored and 
developed
 
This  course may De repealed
 





 MTWTFS 8 30 2 30pm
 ROIZEN M 









 DATE TO DROP 
FOR 


















 to the production 
of 
computer  generated 
art 
imagery II covers 
fundamental
 





mapping,  lighting. 
rendering.


















CHRIS TC F 3 0 
TWTh 
5 00 8 00pm 
TC F 
TWTh 8 00-9 
45pm  
AAS 16 






TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O 
W 
06/21/99  
ART 057B COMPUTER ARTS: MINATKIN 
Rec prep ART 
057A
 or concurrent












skills  It 
covers  object













 may be 
repeated  once Credit/No 
Credit
 Option 
5 00 9 45pm 
CRYER  CHRIS TC 



















 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND  
W/O W' 06/21/99 



















 DROP FOR 
REFUND












MTWTh 9 30 2 15pm 
BURNS W ART32











Rec prep ART 0658 Supervised participatory experiences 
8013 






 by art 
(06/14 07/22)LAST
 DATE 
TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O Vi 06/21/99 
ART 0650 
ADVANCED  HANDBUILT CERAMICS 
Rec prep 




MTWTh 9 30- 2 15pm BURNS W ART32
 3 0 
.6 0 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/14-07/22)LAST DATE TO 
DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0
 W 06/21/99 
ART 
0S7A
 CERAMICS -POTTER'S WHEEL 




porter's  wheel 
A 
8310
 MTWTh 6 00 10 30pm OGLE 




hrs by an 
(06/14 
07/22)LAST  








Rec prep ART 067A
 Relinement in skiiis in adv 
whee throwing 
A 8311 MTVV1h 6 00 10 
30pm OGLE D W 
ART 
32
 3 0 
.6 
0 Wkly










Interview  with instructor to determine 
obectives  8 write a contract Individual 
work on special topics
 
in art 






ART32 1 0 
(06/14 
07/23)LAST  
DATE TO DROP 
FOR 




Witty  hrs 
by arr 
CRYER CHRIS 
TC F 1 0 
(06/14-07/23)LAST
 DATE TO DROP 
FOR REFUND W/O 
W 06/21/99 
B017 9 0 
Wkly  hrS by 














Wkly  hrs by 






TO DROP FOR 
REFUND








STUART S PE 2 1 0 
(06/14-07/23)LAST
 
DATE TO DROP FOR REF 
UND.W/0





Rec prep Math 902 
Astronomy
 from A The History or Astronomy and descriptive 
astronomy 
covering  the Solar System 
stellar evolution galaxies






 9 00pm MENDELSOHN B 
SM37 3 0 
.6 0 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/01-07/06)LAST
 
DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND 
W/O W 06/01/99 
NOTE Section /8312 . 






During  the 
summer session 
the 
weekly  lectures will
 be 
available
 in the 
college























COREOUISITES  are 
MANDATORY  If 
you  are blocked 
from
 enrolling in a 
class because 
you  have not met 
the prerequisite. 
contact the 












must  have been 






























The History ot Astronomy
 
Motions of 


















Cosmology(  the origin. 
evolution
 











 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND 




BIO 010 INTRODUCTION TO SIOLOGY 
intro
 cOurse
 tor the non
-science  major 
Emphasis on 
understanding














8021 MTWTh 8 00-10 25am 










 hrs by air 
(06/01- 07/08)LAST DATE 
TO DROP 
FOR REF UND.W/0 W 06/07/99 
8022 
MTINTb  8 00-10
 20am SULLIVAN
 K SM21 
4 0 

































TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W. 06/21/99 
110 024 
CONTEMPORARY  BIOLOGY 





 & covers 
topics  that






MTINTri  10 30-







DATE TO DROP 
FOR REFUND





 MTWTh 6 30-10 05pm SULLIVAN
 K 




 DATE TO 
DROP









 co.,fse soyeys iegai 
issues 














Mors Transferabie  to 
CSU






ARE REQUIRED IN 
THIS COURSE Credit/No
 Credit Option 
8024














TELEVISOR  COURSE 




 ON TUESDAY 
JUNE  15 
1999 AT 
500PMINBU8  
BUS 033 FUNCTIONS OF 
MANAGEMENT  I 
This
 
course is an 


































 FOR REFUND W/O W 0622/99 
THIS IS A  
COLLEGE

















 overall personal concept





role ,n society Equivalent to 





ASSIGNMENTS  ARE REQUIRED
 IN THIS 
COURSE  
CrediVNo Credit Option 
8026 11 5 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
GOSS JAMES TV 3 0 
(06/14-07/30)LAST
 
DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/0 W 06/22/99 
THIS 
IS 








































8027 11 5 Wkly hrs by arr 
GOSS JAMES TV 3 
0 
(06/14-07/30)LAST  














 ON THURSDAY JUNE 17 
1999 AT 
5 30 PM IN BU 8 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEM 
001A GENERAL CHEMISTRY 
Preg Chem 





 or  
106R









structural  cnemisiry 
8063 MTTn 9 00 12 00pm GARNEL H 
SM30
 5 0 




07/22)LAST  DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O W C6/17/99 
CHEM 002 INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY 
Prep Math 106 or 106R or 1 yr HS aigebra Fundamentals ol chemistry 
8064 MITI) 9 30-12 30pm HARRISON  
B 
SM34 4 0 
&MiTh 





DATE  TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W 06/1 7/99 
CHILD STUDY 
CHS 002 CHILD 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 










MTWTh  10 3012  50pm WOLFF R AAS13 3 0 
(06/14 07/22)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0  W 06/21/99 
CHS 006 CAREERS IN EDUCATION 
To,s sooi
 course ,s an 
onentat,on  to careers

























 DATE TO 
DROP FOR REFUND W/O W 06/18/99 
CMS ISM 
DEVELOPMENTAL PARENT EDUCATION 










relationShip with their own 












TO DROP FOR 
REFUND  W/O W 07/09/99 
The 
































activities  to 
promote




























































CHS  063 THE 
CHILD,  THE 
FAMILY
 ANO THE 
COMMUNITY  






























































meets as follows Wednesdays
 6/9/59 













 6/26/99 from 
8am  4pm 
CHS 067 


































 PARENT EDUCATION 
Preparation





















 8336 Sat 
9 CO 11 30arn 
WOLFF
 R AAS48 0 5 
(07/10 07/31
 1LAST DATE TO DROP 
FOR REFUND W/O W 07/10/99 
CHS  150C INDEPENDENT LIVING 
A 8337 Sat 11 30 2 00pm 
WOLFF
 R AAS48 0 5 
(07/10 07/31
 1LAST 




CA 010 COMPUTER KEYBOARDING 
Th,s 





















students who already know the 
keyboard will 

















PATWTh 8 00 10 15am KAAZ 
TCE 
1 0 
.2 0 Wkiy hrs try arr 
(06/137 06/1 7)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND



















 TO DROP FOR 
REFUND  
W/O  W 06/08/99 


























h 8 00 
10 15arn 
WEST S 
CR 6 1 0 
.12 0 Wyly 
hrs oy arr 
(c6/21 oval )LAST







 MTWin 6 45 9 00prn PEDERSEN
 G 




 tus by art 
(06/07
 06/1 7)LAST 
DATE TO DROP 
FOR 
REFUND  W/O 'W' 
06/08/99  
CA WI MICROSOFT OFFICE 
Rec prep CA 031B or CA 


















that ow teach 
Microsoft Word. 
Microsoft  
Excel  and 
Microsoft
















 4 1 0 
.6 0 
Witty 
hr:,  by arr 
(06/21 0 7A)1)LAST 







1 0  8317 
MTWTh 
6 45- 9 00pm 
WILCZAK  J 
.6 0 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(07/19 07/29)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFuND
 




0311 BEGINNING WORD 
PROCESSING, MICROSOFT
 WORD 
Rec prep CA 20 or 70 Students
 wii learn 
the 
basic operating 








 use Credit/ 
No Credit Only 
8031













 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 
W/0  W 
06/22/99 
 8318 MTWfh 6 45- 9 ClOpm NEWTON P 
CR 5 
1 0 
.6 0 Wkly hrs by art 
(06/21
 







034A  MICROSOFT 
WORD:  BASK FEATURES 
Rec 
Prep  CA 010A and CA 
020  or CA 
070 
The  Pasic Microsoft 
Word
 
will  be 
presented
 menus











CR 4 0 5 
.6 0 
Wkiy  nrs by 
art 













TABS,  AND 
TABLES 
Rec Prep CA 10A. CA 020 or CA 070





cover  table 
and tab leatures 
of 




























Prep  CA 010A
 CA 020 or 
CA070  and CA 34A 
The  
major  
topic  covered in 
this 
class is the 
effective
 use of the mail 
merge  

































































































































































































































 FOR REFUND W/O
































































































Rec prep CA 
010  and 
CA 020 
or CA 070 
This



























will  also customize
 
Power 









 repeated once 
Credit/ No Credit 
Option  

























MORGAN  A 
Y7/b1r5s)L°YASaTr'DATE
 TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W 
07/07/49  
CA 04711(.°D161°:WITkAl°1 
IMAGE  MANIPULATION 1: 
PHOTOSHOP  
Rec 
preparation CA 20 
or







photos  & 
other
 art tor dramatic v 








MTWThE 1 00- 3 15pm 
CRUMLEY M 
CR
 6 1 0 
.6 
0 Wkly 
hrs Oy arr 
107/06-07/15)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O W' 07/07/99 
 8323 




aT°DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O W 07/20/99 
CA 047C DIGITAL IMAGE MANIPULATION 2: PHOTOSHOP 
Rec prep 
CA 10A and 
CA 20 or CA 70 and 
CA
 47A This 
course
 
wilt  continue the 











10 30 3 00pin 
TRAN K TCB 2 0 
.12 
0 Witty
 hrs by arr 
(07/06-07/15)LAST
 DATE 
TO DROP FOR REFUND W/0 W 
07/0799  




















 from a tecnn 'cal
 
side  to 
students to select 











hrs by arr 
CR 4 1 0 
(07/06-07/151LAST





Rec Prep CA 
010 









 to the 
basic  





















06/03)LAST  DATE 









Rec prep CA 
































8 00 10 
15am 
















DUNDURS K CR 5 1 0 
TO 





























































.6 0 Wkly 


















.6 0 Wkly hrs 
by arr 
(06/07 06/1 71LAST DATE
 
TO
 DROP  FOR 






















































Recommended  Preparation: 
Before you 




 it is 
recommended
 that yOu 
demonstrate  writing
 















Reading  53 or ESL 50 
Some COUrSt5 may 
also recommend a 
math course prior to 
enrollment See 
individual  course 
descriptions
































































 0 Wkly hrs 
by
 arr 
(06/02) LAST DATE 
















access the Internet 
using Telnet. 
FTP.
















 J CR 5 
1 0 
.6 0 




DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0
 W 06/08/99 
8047 
MTWThE  
10 30-12 45pm 
ALDERSON
 L CR 4 1 0 
.6 0 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(07/06-07/15)LAST  
DATE





 6 45- 9 00pm 
ALDERSON
 L CR 6 1 0 
.6 0 
Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/21.07/01)LAST















a database program Credit/No Credit Only 
8048 MTWP1 1 00- 3 15pm L1CHTBACH 
H CR 4 1 0 
.6 0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/07-06/1 7)LAST
 DATE TO DROP
 FOR REF 
UND.W/0 'W 
06/08/99  
A 8329 MTWTh 
6 30- 9 00pm LICHTBACH  
H CR 4 I 0 
.12 
0 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(07/06-07/15)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0
 'W' 07/06/99 
CA 088 DIGITAL 





 CA 070. 





Director 6 Credit/No Credit
 Option 




hrs by arr 
(07/06-07/15)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR 













creative  process  
CredirNo
 Credit Only 
8050 MPNTh 10 30-12 45pm KVEK P 










CA 089A DIGITAL VISUAL DESIGN 1 
Rec prep CA 020 or CA 070 
Introduction
 to 
screen design, a critical
 
element
 in ail 





MTWTh 1 00- 3 




 0 Wkly hrs
 by arr 
(06/21-07/01 1LAST DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND 
W/O W. 06/22/99 
CA 089C DIGITAL COLOR APPLICATION 1 
Rec 
Prep





 application with a 
focus 
on color configuration, pallettes and graphics. Credit/No Credit Option 
8052 
MTWTh 8 00-10 15am RASCOV 
CR 6 1 0 
.6 0 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/07-06/1
 7)LAST 
DATE TO DROP FOR REF UND,W/0
 W 06/08/99 
CA 090C SHOCKWAVE FOR DIRECTOR 
Rec prep 
CA020 or CA070 
Introduction  to 
planning  
and  implementing 
Shockwave  
for the Web Credit/No Credit Only 
 
8330 MTVVTh 6 45- 9.00pm
 STAFF 
CR 1 1 0 
.12 
0 Wkly hrs by art 
(06/07-06/1 7)LAST DATE TO 
DROP FOR REF UND.W/0 'W 06/08/99 
CA 090E DIGITAL EDITING 1: PREMIERE 
Rec prep CA 020 or CA 070 
Introduction




8053 MTWTh 8 00 10 15am 
KVEK  P CR 1 1 0 
0 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/21-07/01
 




 SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
Rec preparation 
CA020 or 
CA070  In this course.
 
students
 will review and practice 
features 
of
 software packages 
of their own 
choosing
 in order





















FOR  REF UND.W/0 W 0608/99 




































MTWTh  1 
00-
 3 15prn WILCZAK J 
CR 5 I 0 





 DATE TO 
DROP




MTWThE  8 00-10 
15am


















30-  9 
00pm
 PEDERSEN G 



























































020  or 
CA070
 The focus
 of this 











MTINTh  10 
30-12  

















Rec  prep 
CA 020 
or
 CA 070 
This 























 introduce  












































Math  106/106R This is a Iasi 




















MTWThE  7 45-11 00am






 hrs by arr 
(06/01 
-06/28)LAST 






00-11 00am MINGIONE  A CR 4 
3 0 
.9 0 Wkly hrs by arr 




 'W' 0621/99 
CIS 004A 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING I 
IC++ LANGUAGE) 
Rec prep Math 106/106R This 
is the recommended lirsi
 
course  for 
Computer  
Science majors and others 
beginning
 a 

















arrays  and 
strings
 
Credit/No  Credit 
Option  
8075 
MTWThr  7 45-11 00am 
PUGNO 
DAVID  
CR 2 4 0 




 DATE TO DROP FOR
 REFUND 

























7 00 10 00prn 
FENTON J P 
CR 2 3 0 
TWTh 8 
00-10  00pm 
TC F 
.18 
0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/01.07/08)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUNOW/0  W 06/08/99 




 & evolution ol the Unix operating
 system. 
user







to be completed in computer 
lab 
using UNIX 
editors (vi), simple 
shell  scripts.
 and 
standard  Matures 
 8339 TWTh  7 00,8 00pm HO WILLIAM
 AAS
 16 3 0 
.18 0 Wkly hrs by arr 
(06/15-07/22)LAST
 
DATE  TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0  
'W 
06/22/99  
CIS 40.4 PROGRAMMING WITH JAVA 1 
Prep CIS 
4B Rec prep CA20 or CA 70 and CA 96 and Math 106/106R
 This course 
focuses














 MTW 7 00-10 00pm GEORGE F 
CR 3 
3 0 





 TO DROP FOR
 REFUND.W/0 
W 06/16/99 





 CA020 or CA 070 and CA 096. Math 
106/106R  
This
 course locuses 
on 
the Internet beyond the 
56
 E modem Students
 will 




 backbone and connectivity structures along with




for  use in analyzing, designing, developing and 
installing
 








8076 13 5 
Wkly
 hrs by 
arr 
FENTON J P 
ONLINE
 3 0 
(06/01-06R8)LAST













 westval ley 
eduhwc/cis/  
Please 





 4 0 or Netscape 
version
 4 0 

























acqua[nt  the student












8 30. 5 30pm 
STAFF 
BALTIC 0 5 
(06/01 t 
LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUNOW/0 'W' C16/01/99 
EMPHASIS  
NEW  




 M 8 30 - 5 30pm 
STAFF 
BALTIC  0 5 
(06/14) 
LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REF UND.W/0 'W 06/14/99 
8079 Th 8 30- 5 30pm 
STAFF BALTIC  0 5 















 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND,VV/0 W' 06/22/99 
EMPHASIS NEW ENGLISH AS 
A SECOND 




8 30- 5 30pm 
STAFF BALTIC 0 5 
(06/29) LAST 
DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND
 VV/O 06/29/99 
8083 Th 
8 30- 5 30pm 
STAFF 
BALTIC  0 5 
(07/08) 
LAST  DATE TO DROP 
FOR REFUND W/O W 07/08/99 
8084
 
8 30- 5 30pm 
STAFF 
BALTIC 0 5 
(07/13)
 
LAST DATE TO DROP  
FOR 
REFUND.W/0  'W 
07/13/99 
8085 M 8 30-
 5 30pm 
STAFF
 




 TO DROP FOR 
REFUND.VV/0 W 
07/19/99  
EMPHASIS  NEW ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE STUDENTS 
8086 Th 8 
30- 5 30pm
 STAFF 










8087 Th 8 30- 5 30pm
 
STAFF 
BALTIC 0 5 
(07/29) LAST 
DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0 'W' 
07/29/99
 
 8342 Sat 8 
30-  5 30pm 
STAFF  





DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0
 'W 05/08/99 
A 8343 Sat
 8 30- 
5 30pm 
STAFF 




 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND,W/0
 Vif 05/22/99 
 
8344
 WTh 5 






DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W 
05/26/99  
A 
8345  TW 
5 00 9 30pm 









00-  9 30pm 













 TW 5 00 9 
30pm 
STAFF  
BALTIC  0 5 
(06/15-06/16)LAST








 AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE
 STUDENTS 
  8348 
WTh 
5 00 9 
30pm
 
STAFF  BALTIC 0 5 
(06/23-06/24)LAST
 DATE 
TO DROP FOR REFUND,W/0 1N' 06/23/99 
 6349 
TW 5 00- 
9 30pm 









 BALTIC 0 5 
(07/14-07/15)LAST
 






5 00- 9 
30pm 
STAFF  BALTIC 
0 5 
(07/26-07/27)LAST
 DATE TO 
DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0  'W 07/26/99 
SUMMER '99 
A 8427 WTh 
5 00- 9 30pm STAFF 
LA10
 0 5 
(07/26-07/27)LAST
 DATE 
TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O W 07/26/99 
EMPHASIS 
NEW  ENGLISH AS 





















DAILY 8 30 12 30pm STAFF 
AJ




 TO DROP FOR
 REFUND 
W/O  'W 
06/15/99  
Students 























introduced  to a wide range 
of topics
 











Education  Program 
(SEP)
 emphasis















and  goal setting 
Credit/No  Credit 
Option  
8089 DAILY 
8 30-10 30pm 
ROMER, N 
















school  and first-time







 and are 
interested in attending 
West 









012 CAREERS AND 








 assessment. career 
exploration
 
and decision making CrediVNo 
Credit Option 
8090 
MTVVTh  10 
30 
12 20pm STAFF 
EOP 3 0 
(06/14 0 






 8352 M1Th 7 00-10 00pm STAFF 
EOP 3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0
 'W' 06/17/99 
COUNS 023A PERSONAL GROWTH 
Building 
self 












 ROMER, N BU 8 I 0 
(06/14-07/08)LAST
 
DATE  TO DROP FOR
 REFUND.W/0 'W' 06/16/99 
This
 course is 
designed
 for 
high  school  and last -time re entry  students 
who are potentially
 EOPS 
eligible  and are interested in attending West 




 the EOPS 
program  
Contact  741 
2023 
COWIE 023B PERSONAL GROWTH 
Building self 
-esteem,  improving relationships 








MTWTh 11 30 
12 30pm ROMER. N BU 8 1 0 
(66/14 07/08)LAST 





 course is 
designed
 for high school





who are potentially EOPS eligible 
and  are interested in attending West 
Valley College in Fall 1999 Please enroll through the EOPS program 
Contace 741-2023 
COUNS 024 PERSONAL GROWTH 
Identity




personal  growth. enhance  
sell -
esteem to 






icts. and develop 
decision  making 
strategies. communication and conflict 




lite.  and 
enrich  relation ships wrth others
 
8093 DAILY 10 30- 1 20prn 
ENGELKING L SS 55 3 0 
(06/01 -06/25)LAST 

















 1 0 
(06/15 07/1
 5IL AST DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0 iWi 06/1 7/99 
COURT REPORTING 
CTR 016S 160 WPM SPEED 0011 
Preq 
CTR 14A or 
14B or 14C or  14D 







Credit/No  Credit 
Option
 
BU 7 2 0 
8095 MTWTh 








 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND










THERE IS A S5 LAB FEE 
FOR  THIS 
COURSE 
CTR 0188 180 
WPM SPEED GOAL 
Prep CTR 16A or 16B or 16C or 
16C 
or











BU 7 2 0 
8096 
MTWTh  2 
30-
 4 30pm 
STAFF 
.3 0 Wkiy
 hrs by arr 
(06/07-07/27)LAST DATE TO DROP 




























competency  tests 




BU 7 2 0 
8097
 








DATE TO DROP FOR
 REF UND.W/0 'W' 
06/15/99  




CTR 020X LAB 
Preq Any one 
of CTR 




-none  This 
short-term
 summer course
 is designed for 
students who 
wish
 to gain the speed
 and 
accuracy
























11 30 12 30pm 
STAFF











 REFUND W/O 'W 
06/15/99  
CTR 022S 220 
WPM  SPEED GOAL 
Preq 
CTR 20A or 20B Or 20C 
or
 20D 





competency  tests 







30- 2 30pm 
STAFF
 BU 7 2 0 





71LAST DATE TO DROP 
FOR REF UND.W/0 W' 
06/15/99 
THERE
 IS A S5 














are  blocked from enrolling in a class 
because 
you 
have  not 
met
 the 











 must have been
 
completed  with a grade
 of C  























 one C 
TR
 
20 A -D The
 
dictation
 contains a 


























 course may be repeated 
3 
times




MIWTh 11 30-12 30pm 
STAFF  









 DATE TO DROP
 FOR REFUND














 teatures Mat 











4 3 0 
8 Sat 
12 45- 4 30pm
 
CR 4 
.4 5 Wkiy 
hrs  by arr 
(06/05-07/24)LAST
 
DATE TO DROP FOR
 
REFUND.W/0  'W 06/12/99 
CTR 050S CIA 
WORKSHOP SO 
Prep 
CTR  00613. CTR
 050X or CTR CO8A.B C D 
Students  
win  review
 tneory a and 
























6 00- 9 45pm 
SCHWEICKERT
 BIM 1 1 5 
(MS.
 
07/27)LAST  DATE  TO 
DROP
 FOR REFUND.W/0  'W 06/15/99 
CTR 051S 
COURT  REPORTING 
WORKSHOP  (GOAL 
100)  NIGHT 
Preq CIA 8A or 88 
or 8C or 80 or 
10A  or 10B 10C or 10D 
or
 50S or 
50X  or 51X 
Skiii
 
development  in 
operation  of stenotype 
machine
 to enable students to pass 




6 00- 9 45pm SCHWEICKERT
 BU11 1 5 
(06/138-07/27)LAST 
DATE TO 
DROP  FOR REF UND.W/0 W 06/15/99  
CTR 0523 COURT 
REPORTING 
WORKSHOP
 (GOAL 129) 
NIGHT 
Preq CTR 10A or 10B or 10C or 
10D  or 12A or 128 or 12C
 or 12D 
or
 51X or 
51S 
or 52X 
Skill  development in operation 
ol
 stenotype machine to enabie 
students to 
pass competency






6 00- 9 45pm SCHWEICKERT 
BIM 1 5 
(06/08-07/27)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0 'W 
06/15/99  
CTR 0533 
COURT  REPORTING 
WORKSHOP (GOAL 
140) NMHT 
Preq CTR 12A or 
128  or 
12C




dictation  to prepare
 tor competency tests 
at 









TTh 6 00 9 
45pm SCHWEICKEHT
 BU12 1 5 
(06/08 07/27)LAST
 DATE TO  
DROP FOR REFUND W/O W 
06/15/99  
CTR 0911 






 who have 





eligible  to 




















speed  builOing 





















 Writ A 
StuOents who have 
completed  court 
reporting
 






























hrs by arr 
LAWSON L 
SARA 2 0 
(06/07 07/271LAST 


















theory and are 
eligible
 lo 
enroll  for speed  





control  are unable to 




















 DATE TO DROP 





 DEGREE WILL BE OFFERED 
PENDING
 APPROVAL FROM THE 
CALIFORNIA  COMMUNITY COLLEGE CHANCELLORS 
OFFICE  AND THE 
CALIFORNIA























Digital  Media Design / 
Production
 
Desk Top Publishing 
Internet
 
ServtceS  ' 
Sound
































Level  1 
Web 
Design  and Production







































 10 15am WEST S CR 6 
1 0 
.12 0 Witty 








MTWTh  6 
45-  9 00pm 













 W/O VV 06/68/99 





 CA 20 or 70 Basic page 

















































- dtral thustratton using
 Adobe 
ihustrator  CrediVNO Credit 0- k 
8034
 
MTWTh  1 00- 3 15pm KAHN
 C CR 6 
1 0 
.6 0 














ILLUSTRATION  1: 
FREEHMID  
Rec prep CA 















 10 30-12 45pm KAHN
 C 
CR 1 1 0 
+6 
0 








DIGITAL  pmernmo 1: 
PAINTER  





using  Painter Credit/ 




15am  HARTNETT S 






 DATE TO DROP FOR 








preparattor  CA 20 or 
70 and 43A or 438 
Students kyr 
earn


















MTWThF 1 00 3 15pm 
CRUMLEY 
M CR 6 1 0 
+6 0 
Witty  






 FOR REFUND W/0 'W 07/07/99 
 8323
 MTWTh
 6 45- 9 00prn 
CRUMLEY M 






 TO DROP FOR 









Rec prep CA 10A and CA 20 or 
CA











 of CA 047A.
 
Beginning  










 30- 3 00pm
 
TRAN  K 
+12 
0 Wkry 









 1: DIRECTOR 




 authoring using 
Macromed
 a 





MTWInF  8  00 3 












 FOR REFUND W/O 'W' 07/07/99 
CA ON 
DIGITAL MEDIA 1 






















 DAT E TO 
DROP FOR REFUND W/O
 W 06/22/99 
CA 0119A
 DIGITAL VISUAL DESIGN
 1 
Rec prep CA 020 
or
 CA070 Introduction to 
screen  design a critical 
element

















(06R1-07/01)LAST  DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O W' C6/22/99 
CA 0119C 
DIGITAL  COLOR APPLICATION
 1 
























(06/07 06/17)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND 
W/0 W 06/08/99 
CA 090C 
SHOCKWAVE
 FOR DIRECTOR 











CR 1  1 0 
A 8330
 




.12  0 
Wkly
 hrs by 
arr 
(C6/07-06/17)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND  W/0 W 06/08/99 
CA 090E 
010ITAL  EDMNG 1: PREMIERE 
Rec prep CA 020 or 
CA 070 Introduction
 to digital 
editing  using Premiere
 
CR 1 1 0 
8053 











 W/O W 06/22/99 
CA ON CREATING
 WORLDWIDE WEB PAGES
 1 
Rec preparation
 CA 20 
or 50A 
or 








the Web and create












MTWP,  1 00- 3 15pm WILCZAK J 
CR 5 1 0 
.6 0 




 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND




 8 00-10 15am 
ALDERSON  L 










W/O  W' 07/07/99 







 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O 'W 07/06/99 
CA 097 DIGITAL MEDIA  PRODUCTION PROCESS 
Focus
 

















hrs  art 
(06/18-06/25)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND 
W/O W' 06/18/99 




CA020  or 
CA070  The locus 
of 
tnis











CR 1 1 0 
+6 
0 




 TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O W. 
06/22/99  















sound  horn 









recording  and 
editing  software 
CrediVNo C red! 
Option 
8062
 MTWTh 1 00 3 15pm RASCOV














 W 06/22/99 
CIS 40.4 PROGRAMMING WITH JAVA 1 
Peq C5 
Rec prep CA10 or CA 70 a, d 

































 DROP FOR 
REFUND  














Credtt/No  C rettt Option 
8104 
MTWThE
 10 30. 
1 20pm 
BARNIKEL































is not a 
prerectusle
 Analysts of business
 and 
























SS61 3 0 
(06/14-07/21)LAST
 DATE TO DROP 





















learning  to write 
clearly
 ano
 effectively and to read 
analytically
 






FARBER  L 
.4 5 WIdy 






FOR REFUND W/O W. 
06/21/99  
LA40
 3 0 
8107 
MTWTh 7 55 









FOR REFUND W/0 W 06/21/99 








+4 5 Wkly 
nrs by arr 
(06/14 
-07/22)LAST
 DATE TO 
DROP 
FOR 
REFUND W/O W' 06/21/99 
8109
 
MTWTh 10 30-12 
50pm WINGROVE
 M LA35 3 0 
+4 5 Wkly hrs by 
arr 
(06/14-07/22)LAST
 DATE to 
DROP FOR REFUNDLINA3/07 W 063 /20 1/99 
 8359 
MTTh
 6 50-10 
00pm
 HANCOCK J 
+4 5 Wkly 








HOPKINS  W LA40





 TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0









 English composition skills
 
LA37 3 0 
8110 
MTWTh 7 55-10 15am 
MOWATT W 









MTWTh 7 55-10 15am PAPE R E 
LA39 3 0 




DATE TO DROP 
FOR 
REFUND.W/0  AN 
06/21/99  
8112 
MTWTh 10 30-12 50pm 









 TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O 'W' 
06/21/99 






00pm  PEARCE C 
.4 
5 Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/14-07/22)LAST
 DATE TO 
DROP
 FOR REFUND W/O W' 
06/17/99 
ENGL 001C 
CLEAR  THINKING 
IN WRITING 
Preq Engl 1A. Rec preparation Reading 170 Focus
 on 
techniques







30-12  50pm ABATE C 






 DATE TO 
DROP FOR REFUND W/O 'W 
06/21/99  
ENGL 903 
BASIC  GRAMMAR AND SENTENCE 
STRUCTURE  
Not ocommended for 
ESL 





















 does not apply 








 DATE  
TO









DATE  TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W 06/1 7/99 
ENGL 905
 ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS -A 
PREPARATORY  COURSE 
Preq 
Eng1 
903 or ESL 65GW 
proo1  01 
assessment
 




D Wrtting of 
expository  
Paragraphs












 Credit Only Credit 
does not apply to 
the 
associate  degree 
8115
 MW 7 55-10 15am FONTAN L LA33 3 0 










8116 MW 10 30-12 50pm 
FONTAN






106/14-(17/22)LAST  DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W o6r2 ras 
ENGL 975A WRITING











ensure  a 
place.  
students should 
enroll  in 
person  at 
the  Lab (located 
in the 
library)  
during the ftrst 











 does not apply to 
the  
associate  degree 
8117 4 5 
Wkiy firs by 
art 
MOWATT G WRTLAB 0 5 
(06/14- 
07/221L  AST DATE 
TO 
DROP
 FOR REFUND W/0 W 
06/21/99  
NOTE tri- 10 
30a  m -2 300 rn Monday 
Thursday  
ENGL 











students should et- ,tt,t)on
 at the Lab 














 is by 
instructor  referral







 does not appty 
to












106/14-07/22)LAST  DATE TO 






he open 10 
30a 
rn -230o m Monday
-Thursday  
ENGL
 1175C WRITING 







basic writing skins To 
















After  this 
tr me. 
enroliment
 is by Instructor






not  apply to the
 associate degree 
8119 4 5 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
MOWATT
 G 




TO DROP FOF1 
REF UND















 in degree appircable courses it is recommended that
 you demonstrate writing competency by completing 
English 905 AND reading competency by completing 
Reading  970 















































































































will  be 




































































NOTE Lab will be 
open































































 will be 
open
 8 00a 
















to write  
coherent. 
clear  




































 will be 
open 8 
00a m 
























CrediVNo  Credit Only 
Credit  
does  
not  apply to the 
associate  
aegree L.t-tW lab 
located




























ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE
  
ESL 8211W BASIC GRAMMAR AND WRITING 2 
Preq 
ESL 61GW
 or completion 
of
 ESL assessment 
Rec 
ESL  62LS and ESL 62RV 
Concurrently
 

















 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0
 aiV 
06/21/99  






 ESL assessment  Rec ESL  63LS 
& ESL 63RV 
concurrently Study & practice compound & 
complex 
sentence  patterns







 15am KOONS S 
LA41
 3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST
 




 PARAGRAPH DEVELOPMENT 
Preq 
ESL 63GW 
or completion of ESL assessment
 Rec ESL 64LS & ESL 
64RV 
concurrently  Learn to write 
varied. complex






8127 MTWTh 10 




 DATE TO DROP
 FOR REFUND 
W/O  W 0621/99 






completion  of ESL assessment
 Speech assessment
 & intenswe 
practice in 
speech  sounds, stress. rhythm 
& intonation Credit/No Credit
 Only 
8128 MTWTh 10 30-12 50pm 
BARTA G 




DROP FOR REF 
UND.W/0  AN' 06/21/99 


















Credit  Only Credit 
does
 not  apply 





8129 4 5 WIrly 
hrs 
by











 Lab ts 
open 8 00a






ESL 0758 ESL SKILLS LAB 














 to the 
associate  
degree  











DROP  FOR 
REF 
UND.W/0  'W 
06/21/99
 







































 0 5 
(06/14-07/22)LAST









































Only  Credtt does 





8132 4 5 Wkly hrs





















 Lab is open 






 Thursday  
FASHION










































































































Credit  Option 




























 Rec prep Math 102 
Conti  




 panernmaking  begun in 
Electronic 
Panem-







and  Silhouette  








 1 0 
18 0 
Way hrs by art 
10628-07/021LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND











 with world of 
fashion
 and career options within it 
This
 
course may be 
repeated



































 Program through an internship 
tnvoiving 108 
hours of 





 department under 
Me supervision












experience  as 
well



















firs by arr 
OFFICE
 3 0 
(06/131-C6r25)LAST
 













and  pronunciation,  
elementary  liter-






hrs by arr 












French  Section 18138 is on a week -in 
basis 
anytime
 between 10 00 a 
m and
 2 00p m 
Tuesday. June 1 
tn LA23 







 2 yrs 
of high 






development  of 
speakIng.




 Credo °piton 
8139 22 5 
Wkly  hrs by arr 
ZANOTTI E 








NOTE Orientation for 
the  above 
French Section 












2511°9°Ga  m 













8140 6 7 
Wkly 
rirs by arr 
ZANOTTI  E 












GEOLOGY  OF 
CALIFORNIA
 
Geologic development of 
California
 
in space and time 
8141 
MTWThF 7 30-10 15am 
STAFF SM47 3 0 
(06/01 -06/25)LAST













destgned to give students




environment  for a three day 
period 
ot time Prior to the 
Immersion
 
retreat.  students 












will  be provided This 
course



















 FOR REFUND.W/0 W 07/23/99 
NOTE
 The 1st annual 
German
 Immersion weekend  
will  be held al 
Presentatton Center Los Gatos
 July 23-25. 
1999  
ORIENTATION  May 15. 
1999 In room LA23. 9 00 a 






and  tuition. there is a 
fee  of $180 
00
 which 




matertais  and 
activities





















 1, HTECH 2 
HTECH 4. HTECH 6. 
HTECH  7, HTECH 8. HTECH 20 
HTECH25C.
 HTECH 41.







 H -ED 
































TO DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0  W' 06/09/99 
REQUIRED
 MEETING 
There  wtli be a 
mandatory  meeting on 
Tues . June 





tn AAS 33 
Please 









which can be ptcked
 
up 
between  Mon 5/10/99
 and Fr, 
5/28/99





 Pick -Up Box under
 'JAVAN " 












 DATE TO 






 meeting on Tues . June 
1 
1999 from 9 30-10
 
30am
 in AAS 


























Offtce  Instructor 
-to-Student

























13.  HTECH 55. 









































 DATE TO 
DROP 
FOR 


























































8152 21 0 Wkly 







07/30)LAST  DATE 













 9 30 10 30am 
AAS










 trie Rectuest  
for Miternshto 
paperwork  






and Fri 5/28/99 in the 
AAS Division Office 
Instructor  -to-Studenl Pick
-Up 





















8143 9 0 Wkly hrs by 
arr 




 DATE TO 
DROP FOR 
REFUND  W/O ar 
06/21/99  
NOTE
 Section 48143 
is a 
College by Televtston 
course
 available in the 
college library
 and over  cable TV 
Videos



























8144 MPAIT h 
8 00-10
 20am 
BORDI  S PE 
4 
3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST  DATE 
TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O W 
06/21/99  
























Credit/No  Credit 
Option 
8145 MW 
10 30-12 15pm 
BORDI S PE 4 
0 5 
(05/28-07/21)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O 'W. 06/28/99 
HISTORY
 










1600 to the present 
(4A is 
not 
oreg  to 4B but is recommended
 ) Credit/No Credit 
Option  
 8363 MWTh 
6 20- 9 30pm SCOTT B 
SS53 3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST




 STATES HISTORY 
Polittcal. economic, sociai
 & 











8146 MTWThE 10 30 1 20pm KIER D 
SS53 
3 0 
(06/01-06/25)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR 








 GARCIA T 
SS50 3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST
 
DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O ItAt 06/21/99 
HIST 01711 UNITED STATES HISTORY 
Survey
 ol polittcal.
 economic. social & cultural development ol the U S from 1877 
to the present HIST 
017A IS 





MTWTh 10 30-12 45prn BRIDGER 
SS51 3 0 










DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
















 and career 
paths 
& 




 W 2 30  5 30pm 
STAFF  AAS34 1 0 
(06/16-07/21)LAST  DATE 
TO






prep Math 902 
Materials.  
characteristics,  
processes  and 
uses 
of














 3 0 
(06/1 5- 0 
7/22ILAST





Preq Compl 2-yr 
certificate or 





































FOR  REF uND 
















































 students tor a 
Japanese
 




























DATE  TO 
DROP
 FOR

















be held at 
Presentation
 Center. June 25-27 
In 
addition  to 
regular 
college  tuttion and fees.  there ts a 
lee  of 














instructor by May 8. 
1999 The balance 






















for students who 
wish  to improve 





























 This course may 
be





LA22B 3 0 
8157
 
MTWTh 8 00 10 





















 In a class bec,ause 
you 
have  not met the 
prerequisite.  



















 of C 






















LEAD 020A INTRO TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS-
DNERNESS FIELD COURSE 
 s 3.d! re 
s !ne ioundation to an 


















 working within a small 
team



















ieam dynamics that 
make
 teams work 
Credit/No







 K AAS37 2 0 
(08/07 08/15)LAST DATE 
TO DROP
 FOR REFUND.W/0






















A4eeting  August  

























 HS Geometry  





right  triandes circular
 !unctions 
8 radian measure 
8190 
MTWTh 10 30 12 50pm 
WILLIAMS W SM 2 3 0 
(06/14 
-07f22)LAST





 6 30 
9 40pm TAYLOR
 C 




DATE TO DROP FOR REF UND.W/0 W' C6/17/99 
MATH  000G MATHEMATICS 




 or 106R Or 107 
















 PHAM K 





 DROP FOR 
REFUND  W/O W 
06/21/99  




ALL MATH 001 sections
 REQUIRE a 
grapning 
calculator  The 
recommended
 one is the Tees















Preq Math 106 or 106R or 








 TO DROP FOR







MIWTh  10 
30-12  50pm 





 DROP FOR REFUND W/O W 
06/21/99  
 8368 
MTTh  6 
30
 
9 40pm STAFF 




 DATE TO 
DROP FOR REFUND,W/0 
W 06/17/99 
MATH 083A ANALYTIC 
GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS 
NOTE  This class 
REQUIRES  a 
graphing calculator
 The recommended one 
is the Texas Instruments







 for *tails 














45-10  53am 
GHAFFARI  M AAS17  5 0 
.3 0 
Wkiy









 W/O W' 
06/21/99 
MATH
 006 FINITE MATHEMATICS 
NOTE The 
Texas  Instrument s TI 
83 calculator is STRONGLY
 
RECOMMENDED











 Matti 106 or 106R or 1 yr HS Algebra II 











8195 MTWTh 7 50-10 15am SUN A 
SM 9 3 0 
(06/14-07/221LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W 06/21/99 
8196 MTWTh 10 30 12 50prn MIHNEA T 
Slot 9 3 0 
(06/14 07/221LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 




6 30 9 
40prn  TALLI
 M 




 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND  
W/O W 06/17/99 
MATH  010 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
 




recommended one is the Texas Instrument
 s II -83
 





























MTWPI  10 
30 
12 55prn BURZYNSKI D SM 6 3 0 
(06/01 
07/081LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFuND  W/0 W 06/07/99 
8198 







 DATE TO DROP
 FOR REFUND
 'W 06/21/99 
8199 














 7 55 
10 15am SADEGIII  B SM 2 
3 0 
(06/14 
07/22)LAST  DATE 
TO DROP FOR REFuND 
W 06/21/99 
8201
 MTWTh 10 30 12 50pm 
ALLEN G 
AAS18 3 0 
(06/14
 07/22)LAST
 DATE TO 
DROP  FOR REFUND
 W/O W 06/21/99 
A 8370 
MIT') 6 30 9 55pm 
BURZYNSKI
 D SM 2 3 0 
(06/01 07/081LAST
 DATE TO DROP 
FOR 





30 9 40pm NGUYEN
 N 




DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W10 W  
06/17/99 






calculator  The recommended one 



















their mod common applications
 
8202 











MATH 902 ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS 
1 
,,,caTenta:
 ar tnmac s ;roue,- 
a-3.vs,s problem 
solving,
 8 Dreamt 
applications
 
Credit/No  Credit Option









TO DROP FOR 
REFUND.W/0
 W 06/21/99 
MATH 1102P PRE -ALGEBRA 
Tes 
course  ,s clesIgned 
'Or 
















 be placed on developing 
concrete  
represenianons
 tor abstrac1 
algebraic
 concepts Credit/No Credit Option 
8213 
MTWTh
 10 30 12 50pm VANBUSKIRK G 




 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O W 06/21P39 
MATH
 103R ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA 
Bas   ' real 
numbers  
Conten!













 math s 
8203 




AAS1 1 3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST
 
DATE TO DROP 
FOR REFUND W/O 'W 06/21/99 
8204
 
MTWTit  10 
30 12 
50pm  ROBERTS G 
AAS16 3 0 
106/14- 
07/22)LAST
 DATE TO 
DROP
 FOR REFUND W/O 'W 06/21/99 
AA512 3 0 
 
8372 PATIO 




 DATE 10 
DROP
 FOR REFUND W/O W' 06/17/99 
MATH 104 PLANE GEOMETRY
 
Prep Mato 
103 or 103R or 1 
yr





DAILY  7 45 10 
15am HIRAKAWA M AASI2










DAILY 10 30 1 












 Or 103R 
or 
yr HS algebra 
A 4- unit course 
designed
 
for  the student 
who is 
reviewing 










 DAILY 7 40 10 15am 
BURZYNSKI





 FOR REFUND.W/0 W 06/08/99 
8208  DAILY 
7 45-10 15am 




DATE TO DROP 
FOR REFUND.W/0 W 06/21/99 
8209 
DAILY









REFUND  W/O W C6/21/99 
 B373
 MTWTri 6 30 9 40pm
 AMEZCUA 
V AAS11 4 0 
(06/14 
07/22)LAST
 DATE TO 
DROP FOR REFUND W/O W. 06/21/99 
MATH 110 PREPARATION FOR 
ELM 
Preparation
 for the 
Entry Level 
Matnematics  


























(06431 06/10)LAST DATE TO DROP 
FOR REFUND
 
W/O  W 
06/02/99  
8211 DAILY 10 30-12
 45pm KENSTOWICZ J 
SM10
 1 0 
.9 0 
Wkly 
hrs by arr 
(06/01 -06/10)LAST
 DATE TO DROP 









0 WW1, hrs 
by arr 
(06/21 07/011LAST
 DATE TO DROP 
FOR REF UND.W/0









 8 Writ 
B 
Math  102 Development 
evolution  of jazz 
in the 
U S Designed as a 
littera' arts course tor tne 


























MUSIC 010 MUSIC 
APPRECIATION  
For' 




music  listening or 
performance
 Ail 
MUSIC 010 courses  the G E 
requirement
 
8215 MTWThF 10 30- 1 20pm CHAMPION G MU12 3 0 
.4 
5 Wkiy 




 DROP FOR REFUND 
W/O  W C6/04/99 
MU12 3 0 
8216 
MTWTh  7 55-10 15am GANDEL F J 
.3 





DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W 06/2199 
 8375
 MTWTh 6 30-10 00pm HAWKINS J R MUT? 3 0 
.4 
5 Wkiy 
firs by arr 
(06/01-06/24)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND
 W/O 'W. 
06/03/99  
MU23 3 0 
A 
8376














 W/O W 06/17199 
MUSIC 022
 COLLEGE CHAMBER ENSEMBLE 
Peo 






Iderehlre  Of Renais-












7 00-10 00pm DAVIS  
J E 


































MTWTh  7 30- 9 50am CHAMPION G 
MU22 1 0 
.9 
0 Wkly ors 
by arr 
(06/01 C6/241LAST 







MTTh  10 









 DATE TO 
DROP FOR 
REFUND






30prn  DAVIS J E MU22 1 0 
(.06/6 OiW4 
"047/2N2S1LelASaT"DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND
 W/O W 06/17/99 

















hrs  arr 
(06/15 07/221tAST 
DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND







Continuation  or MUSIC 30A 
8220 
MTWTh  
7 30 9 
50am
 CHAMPION  G 
MU22 1 0 
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NUTRMONAL SCIENCE  
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Applied Arts and 
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 'W 06/04/99 
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Management
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R 10o, 
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 a Photo 001 clay 
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B 82fo8 9 0 Wkly 
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(06/14 
-07/21)LAST 
DATE TO DROP FOR REF UND.W/0 
W' 06/18/99 
PH01/ 072 ENVIRONMENTAL 
PORTRAITS  
Prep Photo 001




 natural light in 
producing  portrats 
outdoor settings
 




6 00 9 00pm 
CRUMLEY M LA43 1 0 
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7-07/22)LAST  DATE TO 
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Preq For the health and safety 
of 
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this
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30 12 50pm SEGAL J POOL 
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(06/14-07/22)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 
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and salely of the student. 
this  course may 
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stroke mechanics and conditioning
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06/21/99  
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social  
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PC 3 20 
increase





 dance steps 
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Learn basic forms soca!
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8243 MW 9 
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meets al Congregation Beth 
David 
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Prospect Rd Saratoga 
PE 
3.30  DANCE: 
BEGINNING
 HIP HOP 
This course 
will  introduce
 the students 
to











































7 30-10 00pm SANTOS
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6 00 9 
20pm 
BUTEAU






















FOLLOW  THESE SIMPLE STEPS 
1 
Complete
 the concurrent enrollment Form 
available
 from West Valley College




Complete  a 
college
 
application,  also crvailable
 
from West 
Valley  Col ege or your career center 
(high school students
 must 




 and concurrent 
enrollment form 
to the Admissions Office at 
West Valley 
College.  
4. Register for classes. Registration 
ins 
April 20. 
5. Purchase parking permit  (if 
necessary)  for 
session 
($18), and 
visit the West 
Valley  
College Bookstore to purchase required 
textbooks. 
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 High
 School 
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PE 7 1 
0 
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10 30- 2 
33pm  
PE 7 
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07/21)LAST  DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O W 06/16/99 
NOTE Section  8247 




00 7 20pm 
SHANAHAN
 M oricto 
o 
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/8402  Emphasis Passing  League 
First class  meeting
 will 
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4 00- 
7 20pm HOCKEY 
.2 2 
Wkly  hrs by arr 
(07/19 08/12)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O 'W 07/21/99 
NOTE Section 8403 Emphasis women's soccer 
MTWTh 6 00 
9 20pm 
SILVEIRA  G SOCCER1 0 
%& 











Emphasis men s 
socCer  
MTWTh 6 30 9 50pm HANCOCK J FTBFLD 
1 0 
.2 2 Wkly  
hrs by arr 
(07/19 08/12)LAST DATE TO 
DROP  FOR REFUND W/O IN 07/21/99 
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 exercises 
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(06/14 -08/06)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR
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NOTE Section /8248-
 Is a College by Television 
course available
 on 
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are  also 
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 to rent 
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orientation
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REFUND  W/0 W 
06/1 7/99 
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8255 MTWTh
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30-12  50pm 
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(06/14-07/22)LAST  DATE 
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 Math 902 A 
course  tor 
non 











































 stirOents for 
Pnysics  2A 
& 
2B








 9 10pm 
MOORE
 C 
SM44 3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST  DATE TO 
DROP FOR 













series  ot engineering 
physics
 
8269 MTWTh 7 30-10 
35am LIN L SM44
 5 0 




07/2211AST  DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND  
W/0 W 06/21 /99 
PHYS 0046 ENGINR PHYSICS - ELECTRICITY AND 
MAGNETISM  
Preq Pnys 4A Matn 
38 
wiC. anh 
Math 4A or 











7 30- 9 50am
 PENLEY
 J SM46 5 0 
& MTWTh 9 
55-10  20am SM46 
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 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND W/O o6/21/99 

















 7 25-10 15am GUTIERREZ SS51 3 0 
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 mental activity 
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MTWTh 10 30-12 
45pm
 SWENSON L 
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DATE TO DROP 
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06/21/99  
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DATE
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FOR  
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 3- unit oral communication transfer requirement 
8287 MTWThF 
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 30- 1 
20pm
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(06/01 06/25)LAST DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND
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06/04/99 
8288 
MIWTh1 7 25 
10 15am 
FWISHIN R 
LA20 3 0 





30-  1 20pm 
SANDERS
 PAUL 
LA21 3 0 
(06/01 06/25)LAST
 DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND  W/O W' 06/04/99 
8429 
MTWTh 7 55 10 15am STAFF 
LA21 3 0 
(06/14-07/22)LAST
 
DATE TO DROP FOR 
REFUND  W/O W. 06/21/99 
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 for 
an associate degree 
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SUPPORTED
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SKILLS CENTER 
SPEECH DEVELOPMENT COURSES 
ADAPTED 
COMPUTER  COURSES 




















for those who 
need to 
build  basic 
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teaching  method  Credit/No Credit 
Only Credit does 
not apply to the 
associate degree 
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designed
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LAIO 
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 DATE TO DROP FOR REFUND.W/0 W 06/08/98 
NOTE Section 48424
 is a College 
by Television course available








',bran/  or are 
available
 tor 
your  viewing in the library Required 
orientation  is Wedne  
sday. June 







 7 00 pm 
LAIO Test 12 will be Monday. June 
28,  7 00 pm 
There 
will be one 
lecture
 mee ling 
Wednesday,  June 30.7 00 
pm, LATO The final exam 
will  
be Monday July 12 7 00 
pm
 LA10 
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